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以改良式交遞與服務遷徙提升無線行動網路服務品質
謝欽旭†

賴威光††

國立中山大學資訊工程學系

摘要

無線行動網路是網路未來必然的趨勢。使用者企求在不同無線網域間遊走
之際，仍能持續其間服務的連線及品質，此一願景有賴高效能的交遞程序與服務
遞送機制來配合。於此，本研究從兩個互補的層面著手，來改善無線行動網路的
服務效能。其一是在行動節點端發展改良式的交遞機制，藉以縮短交遞時的服務
暫停時間，並減低可能的封包遺失；其二是在伺服器端引入服務遷徙的新概念，
藉以提升無線行動網路的服務品質。

交遞期間涉及諸多費時的操作步驟，重複位址偵測是其中最為費時的一
環，但卻未受到普遍重視。於此，本研究援引任意點/群組播送的技術，套用於
改良式的交遞機制中。新機制在交遞期間將切換至任意點/群組播送定址模式，
使行動節點得以持續其封包接收，矣轉交位址驗證成功後再切換回常態的單點播
送定址模式，此一作法將可大幅縮短交遞時的服務暫停時間。此外配套的緩衝存
儲器控管機制亦為潛在的封包遺失、失序問題提供了有效的解決之道。學理的效
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能分析及模擬實驗均展現了此新交遞機制的有效性。

此前研究大多聚焦於行動節點端的行動性支援，在伺服器端著墨甚少。事
實上，在全域網路服務環境中，服務端與用戶端的網路加權距離將因節點移動、
網路拓墣變化等因素而動態改變。本研究將揭櫫服務遷徙之概念，考量系統容
量、網路延遲、網路頻寬等要素，機動地將服務程序遷徙至與用戶端最為近接的
服務節點上，藉以縮短其間的網路加權距離，進而提升無線行動網路的服務效
能。藉此，個別用戶將可享有更好的服務品質，整體網路亦可獲益於較佳的網路
使用效率。本文將闡述此新服務架構，並詳究核心模組-服務遷徙模組-之設計與
實現，並報告在雛型系統上的成功經驗。

QoS Provisioning in Mobile Wireless Networks with
Improved Handover and Service Migration
Chin-Shiuh Shieh† and Wei Kuang Lai††
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
National Sun Yat-Sen University

Abstract
With increased popularity and pervasiveness, mobile networking had become a
definite trend for future networks. Users strongly demand the retaining of the
connectivity and the QoS (Quality of Service) of ongoing services while roaming
across different points of attachment. Efficient handover schemes and service
paradigms are essential to the above vision. We will contribute to the QoS
provisioning in mobile wireless networks from two complementary perspectives: one
is the improved handover schemes at the client end for shorter latency and less packet
loss, and the other is the service migration at server end for improved QoS.
There are time-consuming procedures involved in the handover process. Various
research works had devoted to the acceleration of movement detection and
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registration. However, a time-consuming operation, duplicate address detection, was
overlooked by most studies. A novel scheme featuring anycast / multicast technique is
developed and presented in this dissertation. The proposed approach switches to
anycast / multicast addressing during handover and switches back to normal unicast
addressing after all required operations are completed. By switching to anycast /
multicast addressing, a mobile node can continue the reception of packets from its
corresponding node before its new care-of address is actually validated. As a result,
transmission disruption can be effectively minimized. In addition, simple but effective
buffer control schemes are designed to reduce possible packet loss and to prevent the
out-of-order problem. Analytical study reveals that improved performance can be
guaranteed, as reflected in the simulation results.
The establishment of mobility-supported Internet protocols, such as IPv4 and IPv6,
had made it possible that an ongoing service can be retained while a mobile node is
roaming across different access domains. However, limited efforts had been paid to
server sides if we consider the topological change due to node mobility. In the global
network environment, the weighted network distance between a client and its server
could change dramatically for reasons of topology change or node mobility. A new
network service framework highlighting the concept of service migration is presented
in this dissertation. The proposed framework take into account essential service

quality factors, such as server loading, bandwidth, delay, and so on, and then
dynamically migrates an ongoing service from a distant server to a new server with
shorter “weighted network distance” to the client. As a result, the individual service
connection, as well as the global network environment, will benefit from the service
migration, in terms of improved service quality and bandwidth utilization.
This dissertation explains the general architecture of the proposed framework
and focuses on the technical details of the core component - service migration module.
Our experiences on the functional prototypes for service migration are also reported.
The success of the prototyping system is an indication of the feasibility and
effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The popularization of portable devices and the prevalence of wireless networks
had dramatically changed the usage pattern of the global network. Wireless networks
had enabled users to get ride of the tangling of wired cables. Driven by the increasing
demand on keeping connected at anywhere and at any time, mobility support for
wireless networks has become an inevitable trend, especially for the rise of the
concepts of ubiquitous networking and pervasive networking.
Efficient schemes for handover and service delivery are essential to the
realization of the above vision [1]. For the QoS (Quality of Service) provisioning in
mobile wireless networks, we will examine the possibilities of improved handover
schemes and the feasibility of a novel service paradigm featuring service migration.

1.1 Intended Issues
Handover is the procedure that needs to be taken as a Mobile Node (MN)
moving across different network domains to retain the continuation of ongoing
services, as depicted in Figure 1.1. Internet was originally designed with a wired,
static network environment in mind. However, users were eager for solution to
maintain persistent access to the Internet as they move around. It is highly desired that
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an ongoing service can be transparently retained as users roam across different
wireless domains. Mobile Internet Protocol (Mobile IP) [2]-[3] is exactly a product
under such a strong demand. With the distinction between Home Address for
identification and Care-of Address (CoA) for routing, and the help of Agents, Mobile
IP has successfully achieved its goal. However, there are still significant handover
latency and packet loss with Mobile IPs. Various improvements have been proposed
to improve the handover efficiency [4]-[5]. Among other issues, handover latency and
packet loss are the two most important criteria for judging the effectiveness of a
handover scheme.

HA: Home Agent
MN: Mobile Node
NAR: New Access Router

CN: Corresponding Node
CR: Cross Router
PAR: Previous Access Router

HA

CN
Internet
CR

PAR

NAR

MN

Figure 1.1 A typical scenario of handover in wireless environments.

For the global community, Internet had become an indispensable platform for
2

communication and information distribution. Even though considerable infrastructure
had been established in the past years, it would be still a long-lasting desire to make
best use of available network facility. The prosperity of the Internet had made itself a
primary path to large-scale distribution of digitized data. Sophisticated applications
with different appeals have been developed on the Internet platform. Among others,
content distribution services, including world-wide-web, file transferring, multi-media
casting, and so forth, were the main usage of the Internet. Most people agree that
content distribution service is one of the most important driving forces to the
proliferation of the Internet. It can be expected that the evolution of the Internet will
be strongly influenced by the technical advance in large-scale content distribution
systems.
Traditionally, services of this kind are implemented within the well-known
client-server architecture [6]-[7]. A single server standby there all the time and wait
for incoming requests from various clients. Such a paradigm is simple and effective,
and had been recognized as a standard approach for years. However, as the scale of
service getting larger and larger, a single server will certainly become a potential
bottleneck. To this problem, deploying a large number of servers in different network
domains and directing clients to their nearest servers would be a straightforward
solution [6]-[7]. In such a multiple server system, the “proximity” between a client
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and its server is a critical criterion in server dispatching. Here “proximity” is used as a
collective term covering essential factors of service quality, including bandwidth,
delay, server capacity, etc. We will use the term “weighted network distance” as a
weighted summarization of all related factors in subsequent discussion. In ideal case,
all clients are connected to their nearest servers. Clients can then receive best service
from the service system. At the same time, the global network environment will also
profit from the saving of unnecessary bandwidth waste.

1.2 Research Motivation
We will contribute to the QoS (Quality of Service) provisioning in mobile
wireless networks from two complementary perspectives: one is the improved
handover schemes at the client-end for shorter latency and less packet loss; the other
is the service migration at server-end for improved QoS.
Aimed at minimal transmission disruption, two new handover schemes, named
Anycast-support Fast Handover IPv6 (AFMIPv6) and Multicast-support Fast
Handover IPv6 (MFMIPv6), incorporating anycast / multicast technique are
developed and presented in this dissertation. These two schemes are proposed to cope
with the most time-consuming process during the handover procedure - the Duplicate
Address Detection (DAD). In AFMIPv6, upon Layer-2 triggering, the corresponding
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node (CN) is notified to switch to anycast mode and begin to address packets to MN’s
anycast address. In the meantime, the Cross Router (CR) as well as the New Access
Router (NAR) have new anycast routing records added for the forwarding of packets
addressed to MN’s anycast address. By doing so, MN is capable of receiving packets
from NAR using anycast address before its new care-of address (NCoA) is validated.
Consequently, handover delay can be substantially reduced.
Similarly, with MFMIPv6, upon the Layer 2 triggering, the corresponding node
(CN) will be notified for switching to multicast mode. In the mean time, MN and both
the previous Access Router (PAR) and the new Access Router (NAR) will join the
multicast tree rooted at the CN. By doing so, MN is capable of receiving packets from
both PAR and NAR using multicast address before its new care-of address is
validated.
The primary appeal of Mobile IP is to maintain the connection from a mobile
node to its peer after moving into a new domain. Such a policy might not be the best
choice in certain applications. For example, in a multiple server content distribution
system, moving into a new domain generally implies a change in the “proximity
server”, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. Here the term “proximity server” is used to name
the server having a shortest weighted network distance to a particular client. As the
mobile node move away from its original access point further and further, as shown in
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Figure 1.2 (b), the ongoing service could experience longer delay and less bandwidth.
It would be better for the client to locate a new proximity server in the new domain
and migrate the service process together with the ongoing connection from the old
proximity server to the new one, as shown in Figure 1.2 (c). And this is exactly what
we are going to do in the proposed framework.

CN: Client Node

PPS

CN

PPS: Previous Proximity Server

NPS: New Proximity Server

: High-quality connection
: Low-quality connection
: Service migration

NPS

(a) Before proximity change.

PPS

NPS

(b) After proximity change.
PPS

CN
NPS

(c) After service migration.

CN

Figure 1.2 An illustration for the concept of service migration.

In the new service framework we intended, the migration of service processes and
connections will be a major challenge. Originated from the study of multi-processor
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systems and distributed systems, process migration [8]-[11] is the procedure that
suspends a running process, transfers related information of the suspended process to
another processor, and then resumes the execution of the process on the new processor.
The primary concern of process migration is for load balancing. This objective has
certain deviation from the service framework in our plan. In this research, we will
refine the philosophy of process migration and devote to the development of
light-weighted service migration from the perspective of large-scale homogeneous
content distribution systems.

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
There are six chapters in the dissertation, and it is organized as follows. Chapter 2
reviews techniques closely related to this study, emphasizing their correlations to the
proposed schemes. Chapter 3 explains the detailed operations of the proposed
handover schemes, AFMIPv6 and MFMIPv6, accompanied by mathematical analysis
on their performance improvement. In-depth, detailed discussions on the architecture
and design options for the proposed framework of service migration are presented in
Chapter 4. Simulation results on improved handover schemes and a comprehensive
discussion on our prototyping systems for service migration are reported in Chapter 5.
Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review

Cross-discipline techniques will be involved in the proposed schemes for
improved handover and service migration. This chapter has brief overviews on related
techniques, highlighting their roles in the proposed schemes and their relationships to
our approaches.

2.1 Mobility Supports in Mobile Wireless Networks
Handover may occur between different access technologies [12]-[13], and can be
done at different layers [14]-[15]. The VoIP (Voice over IP) using SIP (Session
Initiation Protocol) [16]-[17] is a representative for mobility support at application
layer. A Mobile Node (MN) simply re-invites its Corresponding Node (CN) after
entering a new domain. SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol) is an example
of mobility support at transport layer, which serves well in vertical handoff [18].
There are also approaches with additional layers for mobility support. In the Session
Splice scheme proposed in [19], an additional layer residing between IP and MAC
(Medium Access Control) layer at client-end is responsible for the logging of
multimedia communication, establishing session with server, and the translation of
connected data. The plug-in module takes care of session setup and teardown as a
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mobile node moves around, and makes the handover process transparent to layers
above.

2.1.1 Mobile IP
Network layer handover has received much more attention for its transparency to
the layers above it. In response to the growing demand on mobile networking, IP
Mobility Support for IPv4 (MIPv4) [2], and its decedents were developed. The
Internet was originally designed with a stationary network environment in mind. To
support mobility, MIPv4 has a clear separation between Home Address and Care-Of
Address (CoA). The former is assigned permanently by the home network for
identification purposes and the latter is dynamically obtained from the foreign
network for packet routing.

HA: Home Agent
FA: Foreign Agent
MN: Mobile Node
CN: Correspondent Node
BU: Binding Update
BA: Binding ACK

4. Packets addressed to Home Address
HA

CN
5. Tunneling

3. BA
FA
2. BU
MN

1. Obtaining
CoA

Figure 2.1 An illustration for the operation of Mobile IPv4.
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A typical scenario of the operation of Mobile IP v4 is given in Figure 2.1. As a
mobile node entering a foreign domain, it will obtain a temporary CoA after the
procedures for authorization, address generation, duplicate address detection, and so
forth. The mobile node will report this CoA to his home agent for binding update.
Home agent will encapsulate packets addressed to the mobile node and forward them
to the foreign agent. The foreign agent will then de-encapsulate these packets and
forward them to the mobile node. This is the so called tunneling process. With mobile
IP, a peer node can communicate with a mobile via its permanent home address,
without knowing its actual location.
For the next generation of IP networks - IPv6, Mobility Support in IPv6 (MIPv6)
[3] has built-in functionalities for mobility support. It improves MIPv4 in route
optimization and eliminates the need for FA. However, MIPv6 still suffers from the
potential problems of long handover latency and high packet loss rate. MIPv6 also
shares the features native in IPv6, such as enlarged addressing space, Stateless
Address Autoconfiguration [20], and so on.
In addition to the inevitable Layer-2 handover, several operations are involved in
the network layer (Layer-3) handover, including the obtaining of CoA, Duplicate
Address Detection (DAD), Binding Update (BU), and so forth. Table 2.1 [21] shows
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the typical timing for these operations. Clearly, the DAD is a dominant factor
contributing to handover latency. However, this factor is often overlooked in earlier
studies. This observation motivated the development of new handover schemes. The
proposed approaches ingeniously switch to anycast addressing / multicast addressing
during handover to minimize transmission disruption. They also have improved buffer
control schemes to reduce the possible packet loss and to prevent the out-of-order
problem.

Table 2.1 Typical time required for operations during handover operations [21].
Operation

Typical Time

Layer 2 Handover

50mS

Router Discovery

100mS

Duplicate Address Detection

1,000ms

Sending Binding Update

70mS

Receiving Binding ACK

70mS

2.1.2 Multiple Stream for Seamless Handover
Delivering packets to both the previous Access Router (PAR) and the new
Access Router (NAR) during handover could be a promising solution for minimizing
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the service disruption period. There are established works implementing this idea in
different ways. In the approach of Tseng, et al. [22], CN switches to bi-casting mode
upon the reception of the binding update message from MN. Such an implementation
can effectively reduce service disruption time. However, two unicast connections
from CN to MN could result in a waste of bandwidth. Malki and Soliman [23] have
their solution to this problem by letting the PAR to bi-cast received packets to both
MN and the NAR. Their approach achieved their intended goal. However, the
problem of out-of-order packets is not solved. To this problem, Takahashi, et al. [24]
had introduced a new network device, called Cross Router, for packet buffering and
forwarding. The cross router is on the cross point of the path from CN to NAR and the
path from CN to NAR. It will forward the packet stream from CN to both PAR and
NAR. Cross router is an effective measure to the out-of-order problem. However, its
performance is strongly influenced by the deployment of the specialized cross routers.
For seamless multimedia streaming in heterogeneous mobile environments, Chou, et
al. [25] had proposed an agent-based approach incorporating multi-homing
technology. Within the proposed framework, redundant streams for the same content
are delivered from the multicast agent to the multi-homed receiver alone different
access networks. As a result, service disruption period can be effectively reduced and
seamless handover becomes achievable.
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Under the framework of Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) [5], Helmy, et al.
[26] pioneered the concept of using multicast to improve handover efficiency for
micro-mobility. Their architecture uses a multicast address across the same domain to
replace the role of Link CoAs. Intra-domain handover is achieved using multicast
join/prune mechanisms. Inspired by their work, we will extend the same philosophy to
Fast Handover for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) [4], which is a more general framework.
However, a recent literature review reveals no studies correlating anycast and
handover. We believe that the incorporation of anycast technique can offer great
potential in improving the handover efficiency in wireless environments. The
overhead due to duplicated packet streams as those in bi-casting approaches can be
avoided with the proposed anycast-supported scheme.

2.1.3 Duplicate Address Detection
Notably, previous approaches rarely examined the time-consuming DAD
operation. In reality, even when packets are available on the NAR, the MN may fail to
receive them simply because the DAD operation is still ongoing. Although stateful
DHCPv6 (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol Version 6) had offered an alternative
solution to the address configuration problem. However, DHCP can not be regarded
as a replacement for DAD; since it violates one of the origin appeals of IPv6 in that an
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individual node should be uniquely identifiable by its address. DHCP disallows
protocols like Secure Neighbor Discovery (SEND), which requires address generated
from one’s private key.
Recognizing that the DAD is a major factor contributing to the handover latency,
numerous attempts had been made trying to shorten it [27]-[28]. An informative
review on recent development in fast DAD techniques is given in [27]. Advanced
DAD maintains a pool of pre-generated and pre-validated address. Proactive DAD
obtains prefix information of new AR from Mobile-node Attachment Point, and
conducts DAD prior to layer-2 handover. Multicast Listener Discovery DAD takes
advantage of IPv6 multicast listener discovery and uses a positive acknowledgment to
terminate the DAD operation earlier if there is no duplication. Fast Neighbor
Discovery and DAD attempts to reduce the DAD latency by querying the neighbor
cache of prospective ARs. In simultaneous multi-DAD [28], each candidate AR
creates new care of address using MN’s layer-2 address and its own prefix
information and conducts DAD prior to the handover. Although above mentioned
approaches had offered partial solutions to the DAD problem, certain modifications to
existing infrastructure are assumed. Each of them has their own merits and limitations.
Before a de facto standard can be finalized, the DAD problem is still an issue which
deserves further study.
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Optimistic

Duplicate

Address

Detection

for

IPv6

[29]

allows

safe

communication to begin immediately and limits unsafe communication before DAD
is actually completed. Since DAD is far more likely to succeed than fail, optimistic
DAD optimistically begins using the address rather then pessimistically waits for
failure. Although optimistic DAD provides a solution to the DAD problem, it may be
too restrictive for certain applications. For instance, an MN with optimistic address
can not directly contact a neighbor that is not already in its Neighbor Cache. Instead,
the MN forwards packets via its default router, relying on the router to forward the
packets to their destination [29].

2.1.4 Fast Handover for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6)
Fast Handover for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) [4] makes use of Layer-2 triggering to
initiate time-consuming DAD tasks earlier. It acquires a new prospective CoA from an
NAR prior to roaming into that domain. The MN can start sending packets
immediately using the NCoA. The ARs buffer packets to reduce possible packet loss.
A tunnel is then constructed between PAR and the NAR to forward the buffered
packets.
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RtSolPr: Router Solicitation for Proxy Advertisement
PrRtAdv: Proxy Router Advertisement
FBU: Fast Binding Update
FBack: Fast Binding Acknowledgement
HI: Handover Initiate
HAck: Handover Acknowledge
FNA: Fast Neighbor Advertisement
MN

PAR

NAR

MN

RtSolPr

NAR

RtSolPr
PrRtAdv

PrRtAdv
FBU

PAR

HI

DAD

L2 Handover

HAck

FNA [FBU]

FBack

DAD
FBU

forward
packets

L2 Handover

FBack
forward
packets

FNA
deliver
packets

deliver
packets

(a) Predictive mode

(b) Reactive mode

Figure 2.2 Message flow of the FMIPv6.

There are two different modes for FMIPv6, namely predictive mode and reactive
mode. Which mode will be activated depends on the moving speed of the MN. If the
MN moves across the overlapped region of PAR and NAR at a low speed, the
predictive mode serves well and seamless handover is possible. However, if the
moving speed is too high such that the DAD operation cannot be accomplished before
Layer-2 handover takes place, the reactive mode is activated. In such a situation, the
original appeal of FMIPv6 fades, since the MN is unable to receive incoming packets
because of that the DAD operation is still ongoing.
Figure 2.2 depicts the detailed operation of the FMIPv6. Despite the improved
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performance achieved by FMIPv6, the out-of-order packet problem remains. A simple
but effective buffer control scheme was designed to address this problem and to
reduce possible packet loss.

2.2 Anycast and Multicast
In additions to the well known unicast and broadcast, anycast [30]-[31] and
multicast [32]-[33] are two interesting communication paradigms on the Internet.
Either can be incorporated into the proposed handover schemes to cover up the most
time-consuming DAD operation. In addition, anycast can be an effective approach for
the locating of nearest server in content distribution systems.

2.2.1 Anycast Addressing
Anycst is a “one to any one of many” communication paradigm. Figure 2.3 is an
illustration for the operation of anycast [34]. Basically, nodes at different locations are
assigned with the same IP address, known as anycast address. In Figure 2.3, Node A
and Node B have distinct unicast addresses but the same anycast address. Routers will
have anycast routing records for every anycast address, and forward packets
addressed to an anycast address by following the path suggested by the routing
records. With anycast, we can easily direct the traffics from Corresponding Node to
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Node A or Node B by simply updating the routing records on Router 1.

192.168.0.1
Router 1

Router 2

Client

10.0.0.1
Server A

Router 3

10.0.0.1

192.168.0.2
Router 4

Routing Table from Router 1:
Destination
192.168.0.0
10.0.0.1
10.0.0.1

Mask
/29
/32
/32

Next-Hop
127.0.0.1
192.168.0.1
192.168.0.2

Server B

Distance
0
1
2

Figure 2.3 An illustration for the routing mechanism of anycast.

The setting of routing records is apparently a critical issue for the correct
functioning of anycast. Various research efforts had been paid to this issue [35].
Another topic drawing much attention is the maintaining of stateful connections, such
as TCP connections, when topology change is experienced [36]. It is surprising to
learn that most of the proposed schemes suffer from the myth in keeping connected to
the original server. It is a clear contradiction to the original appeal of anycast. In our
framework for service migration, we will take an opposite approach by migrating the
ongoing connection to a new nearest server.

2.2.2 Multicast Addressing
Multicast was designed to deliver data in a bandwidth-efficient manner from a
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single source to multiple destinations. An IP multicast group address is used by the
source and receivers to send and receive contents. The source uses the multicast
address as the IP destination address in their data packets. Receivers and intermediate
nodes, such as routers, communicate with each other using Internet Group
Management Protocol (IGMP) [37] and Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) [33] to
establish a multicast tree for packet replication and distribution.
The paradigm of the Protocol Independent Multicast - Sparse Mode (PIM-SM)
[6], [33] is preferred in our context for improved handover, since only a small number
of entities, namely MN, PAR, and NAR, are involved in the multicast group. With
receiver-driven PIM-SM, only those nodes that explicitly joined the multicast group
will receive packets from the source node. There will be no traffic-intensive flooding
and pruning. In general, due to geographic proximity, the join request from the NAR
will reach an established multicast tree quickly.

2.3 Content Distribution Systems
The development and evolution of large scale content distribution systems [6]-[7]
is motivated by the explosive growth of content delivery service. In such a system,
servers with the same contents are widely deployed in different domains to offer the
same service to clients in their proximity. How to direct a client to its nearest server is
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a key point to the successful and effective operation of the distribution system. There
are two common approaches to this dispatching problem: one is the deployment of a
portal node and the other is via the Domain Name System (DNS). For an incoming
request, a portal node will redirect the request to an appropriate server according to its
knowledge on the system status. The dispatching policy can be based on the distance
(in network sense) or the loading of servers within the system. In the DNS approach,
DNS servers are deliberately configured in a way that the same domain name will
map to different IP address – the address of the server in charge of the domain. An
improved version of the DNS approach is via dynamic DNS [38], with which the
DNS entry can be dynamically reconfigured according to the variation in system
loading. Both approaches serve well for their intended goal. However, they did not
take into account the possible topology change and client mobility. In both approaches,
the nearest server for a client is decided at the beginning of a connection and
remained fixed during the service session. In our opinion, let a new nearest server to
take over the service should be a better strategy in reacting to proximity change.

2.3.1 Service Migration
Aimed at fast, seamless handover, refined schemes were proposed, such as
FMIPv6 [4] and Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 [5]. All these works were targeting at lower
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handoff latency while maintaining the connection to its original peer. We will dig into
this topic from a different perspective. When a mobile node is communicating with a
content distribution server, a vertical handoff will likely results in a change in the
proximity server. In such a situation, our framework for service migration will locate
a new server using its CoA and migration the service from previous server to a new
one.

2.4 Process Migration
For the purpose of load balancing, process migration [8]-[11] is the procedure of
migrating a running process from one system to another. The procedure in general
consists of three steps: suspension of a running process, transferring of its state to
another system, and the resuming of its execution on the target system. The state
information need to be transfer include process control block and process image (the
program code loaded into memory) [39]. The transfer of process image is a dominate
factor in migration latency. Another time-consuming task is the handling of file access.
Fortunately, these intricate problems can be greatly simplified in a homogeneous
content distribution system.

2.4.1 Connection Migration
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Connection migration is a critical issue closely related to the problem of process
migration. The connection associated with a migrating process should also be
migrated, so that, after the migration, the service can be seamlessly continued on the
target processor. It can be expected that an ongoing data flow will experience certain
degree of degradation, suspension, or even disconnection during the migration. A
connection migration scheme is considered to be a good one if all these negative
impacts can be minimized.
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transport Control Protocol (TCP) are two
most important protocols for Internet’s transport layer. There is no problem with UDP
for connection migration, since each UDP packet is an independent chunk. On the
other hand, as a connection-oriented protocol, TCP poses great challenge for
connection migration. TCP is distinguished with its reliability, capability in flow
control and error control. Sophisticated control scheme based on sequence number,
acknowledge number, congestion windows, and so on, are the reason for TCP’s
success. Retaining this essential information during connection migration is required
for any attempt to be of practical value.
With different names, such as socket migration, socket handoff, or connection
passing, the migration of ongoing connections had received substantial attention in
recent years [40]-[44]. Some representative works with different level of
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implementations are listed bellows:



TCP Connection Endpoint Migration (Linux kernel) [41]



Socket Shifting (Linux, loadable kernel module) [42]



MIGSOCK (Linux TCP/IP Stack) [43]



Mockets (Java, wrapper) [44]

These successful works are encouraging for the concept of service migration we
intended.
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Chapter 3 Improving Handover Performance by
Switching between Unicast and Anycast / Multicast
Addressing

To cope with the most time-consuming procedure during handover, the Duplicate
Address Detection (DAD) operation, two novel handover schemes featuring
anycast/multicast addressing are examined in this chapter. The proposed schemes
switch to anycast/multicast addressing during handover, and switch back to normal
unicast addressing when new Care-of-Address (CoA) is validated. By doing so,
packets addressed to the Mobile Node (MN) can be delivered to their destination
using anycast/multicast addressing. As a result, essential criteria in mobile networking,
such as handover latency and packet loss, can be effectively suppressed.

3.1 Anycast-supported Fast Handover Mobile IPv6 (AFMIPv6)
Based on the framework suggested by the Fast Handover Mobile IP v6 (FMIPv6)
[4], anycast [30]-[31] was adopted for efficient handover in the proposed scheme. The
fundamental concept was to enable the system to switch to anycast addressing during
handover, and then switch back to normal unicast addressing after completing all
required operations. More specifically, upon Layer-2 triggering, the Corresponding
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Node (CN) will be notified to switch to anycast mode and begin to address packets to
MN’s anycast address. Meanwhile, both the Cross Router (CR) and the new Access
Router (NAR) have new anycast routing records added for the forwarding of packets
addressed to MN’s anycast address.
Anycast has received considerable attention in recent years for its potential in
providing elegant solutions to the problems of server locating and service locating.
Anycast also plays a role in load balancing or traffic shaping by dynamically updating
routing records. Clearly, the anycast routing protocol, which is in charge of the
updating of anycast routing records, is essential for the deployment of anycast. A large
number of studies have devoted to this issue [45]. In the scheme proposed in this
study, during handover, CN will address packets to MN using MN’s anycast address.
Meanwhile, CR and NAR will update their routing tables such that packets addressed
to MN’s anycast address will be routed to NAR and then MN. In general, due to
geographic proximity, the procedure can be performed in a timely manner. More
specifically, adding an anycast routing record to CR specifying NAR as its next hop
for MN’s anycast address is the only thing need to be done in our scheme.
There are apparent advantages in using anycast as a primary mechanism for
packet delivery during the handover. Firstly, extra overhead resulting from duplicate
packet streams can be avoided. A more important consequence of using anycast is that
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the handover latency due to time-consuming DAD operations can be effectively
eliminated, since packet delivery can be continued with anycast addressing during the
handover.

3.1.1 Operation of AFMIPv6
The operation and the message flow for the proposed scheme is given in Figure
3.1. It is recommended for MN to maintain an anycast path from CN to MN to
facilitate the switching between unicast and anycast addressing. The detailed
operational procedure for reactive mode is as follows [46]-[48]:

1.

The MN sends RtSolPr (Router Solicitation for Proxy Advertisement) to
previous Access Router (PAR) to request information regarding NAR.

2.

The PAR replies to MN with PrRtAdv (Proxy Router Advertisement) carrying
information such as the NAR’s network prefix, which is used to generate new
Core-of-Address (NCoA).

3.

Once Layer-2 triggering is detected, MN sends an augmented FBU (Fast Binding
Update) to PAR, CR, and CN. An anycast address (ACast) is specified in the
augmented FBU.

3a. In response to the augmented FBU from MN, CR adds an anycast routing record
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to its routing table. The newly added routing record specifies NAR as the next
hop for packets addressed to the MN’s anycast address.
3b. Upon the reception of the augmented FBU from MN, the CN switches to anycast
mode by addressing packets intended to MN using MN’s anycast address.
4.

Upon the reception of the augmented FBU from MN, PAR starts to forward
packets to NAR, and CR and NAR have new routing records added for the given
anycast address. Their reactions differ as follows:

4a. After receiving the augmented FBU from MN, PAR starts to forward packets to
NAR. Unlike the FMIPv6, PAR does not buffer packets in this scheme. Instead,
PAR forwards packets directly to NAR. These packets are buffered in a
dedicated buffer, called uni_buffer, at NAR.
4b. Subsequent packets from CN to MN are addressed to the MN’s anycast address.
4c. The NAR starts to buffer packets addressed to the MN’s anycast address in a
second buffer, named any_buffer.
5.

After the Layer-2 handover is complete, the MN sends an augmented FNA[FBU]
(Fast Neighbor Advertisement with FBU encapsulated) to notify NAR of its
arrival. Meanwhile, NAR also performs regular DAD operations on the NCoA
carried in the FNA[FBU].

6.

The NAR reacts to the FNA[FBU] from MN by delivering buffered packets to
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MN. To retain the correct order of delivery, packets in uni_buffer are delivered
first.
7.

Packets in any_buffer are delivered.

8.

The NAR sends FBU to PAR.

9.

The NAR receives FBack from PAR. Operations 8 and 9 are specified in
FMIPv6 to signal the forwarding of buffered packets. They are optional for
AFMIPV6, since packets are not buffered at PAR for AFMIPv6.

10. After completing DAD, NAR sends a LEAVE message instructing CR, CN, and
MN to switch back to unicast mode.
RtSolPr: Router Solicitation for Proxy Advertisement
PrRtAdv: Proxy Router Advertisement
FBU: Fast Binding Update
FBack: Fast Binding Acknowledgement
HI: Handover Initiate
HAck: Handover Acknowledge
FNA: Fast Neighbor Advertisement
ACast: Anycast Option
MN

PAR

NAR

CR

CN

RtSolPr (1)
PrRtAdv (2)
FBU[ACast] (3)
unicast
packets (4a)

(4c)

Anycast
packets (4b)

L2 Handover
FNA [FBU] (5)
anycast
uni_buffer packets (6)

DAD

anycast
any_buffer packets (7)
FBU (8)
FBack (9)
Leave (10)

Figure 3.1 Message flow of the proposed scheme – AFMIPv6 in reactive mode.
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3.1.2 Discussion on AFMIPv6
A fundamental difference between the proposed AFMIPv6 and the standard
FMIPv6 makes the intended improvement possible. The FMIPv6 and AFMIPv6 are
expected to have comparable performance in predictive mode when there is sufficient
time to accomplish the DAD operation prior to Layer-2 handover. For FMIPv6 in
reactive mode, in order to avoid packet loss, PAR begins to buffer packets addressed
to MN upon the reception of FBU from MN. In reactive mode, after Layer-2 handover,
MN sends an FNA[FBU] to NAR announcing its arrival. The NAR then conducts the
required DAD operation on the newly generated CoA. Once the DAD operation is
complete, NAR sends PAR an FBU message. Packets buffered in PAR can only be
tunneled to NAR after FBU is received. The DAD is known to be a time-consuming
procedure. Packets buffered in PAR experience considerable delay before being
tunneled to NAR. Such delays are the primary cause of handover latency in FMIPv6,
and will result in profound service disruption.
On the other hand, a complete different philosophy incorporating anycast
technique was adopted in our approach. The system in this scheme switches to
anycast mode upon the reception of FBU. By doing so, MN will be able to continue
the receiving of packets from CN through NAR using anycast addresses. Packet flow
resumes soon after Layer-2 handover ends. As MN accomplishes its Layer-2 handover,
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NAR immediately delivers buffered packets to MN in response to the FNA from MN.
During this process, NAR also performs regular DAD operations similar to FMIPv6.
Eventually, the communication paradigm switches back to normal unicast when DAD
is finally complete.
Anycast is employed in this scheme to deliver packets from CN to NAR during
the handover, which enables MN to receive packets from NAR using anycast address
before the NCoA is validated. The time-consuming DAD operation is in effect
covered by utilizing anycast addressing. Consequently, handover delay experienced in
FMIPv6 can be substantially reduced. The only service disruption is the duration of
Layer-2 handover. Latency due to Layer-2 handover is supposed to be inevitable for
systems with only one wireless interface.
In FMIPv6, right after the handover, there are two concurrent packet flows
addressed to NAR. One is the tunneled flow from PAR and the other is the regular
flow from CN. In certain circumstances, the packets from CN arrive at NAR before
those packets being tunneled from PAR. This results in the so called out-of-order
problem. For real-time streaming applications, out-of-order packets are considered
ineffective because they confuse the streaming control protocol and therefore degrade
the overall quality of service. In the proposed scheme, those packets addressed to the
MN’s unicast address are forwarded by PAR to NAR, and are buffered in the
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uni_buffer at NAR. After the system switches to anycast mode, packets addressed to
the MN’s anycast address are routed to NAR by CR, and then buffered in the
any_buffer at NAR. These buffered packets are delivered to MN when MN claims its
arrival by sending out FNA[FBU]. If a delivery order is enforced, such that packets in
uni_buffer are delivered before packets in any_buffer, as in the proposed scheme, the
potential out-of-order packet problem can be effectively avoided.
The system architecture discussed above is designed within a general framework
of anycasting. As a matter of fact, there exists an alternative implementation such that
the usage of anycasting can be limited to a more local scope. If we incorporate the CR
with the capability of Network Address Translation (NAT), it is possible to let the CN
be transparent to the underlying operations. More specifically, in addition to the
functionality discussed previously, CR is now also responsible for the translation of
packets addressed to the MN’s PCoA into packets addressed to the MN’s anycast
address. By doing so, a CN simply follows the FMIPv6 standard. No modification is
required on the CN side. Such a revised implementation also limits the usage of
anycasting to a local scope. The problem on global anycast routing can be avoided.

3.1.3 Performance Analysis
In this section, we will examine analytically the reasons behind the performance
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difference. Table 3.1 lists the operation involved in the handover process for different
schemes. A check mark in the table indicates the delay caused by a particular
operation being incurred in the specified scheme. It is evident that FMIPv6 can
effectively suppress the delay due to the operations for movement detection and
binding update. The AFMIPv6 further improves handover efficiency by masking the
most time-consuming DAD operation by anycast addressing.

Table 3.1 Delay involved in different handover schemes.
Movement

DAD

Detection
MIPv6

√

FMIPv6

√
√

AFMIPv6

Without Layer-2 assistance, MIPv6 can only initiate the handover process after
leaving the range of PAR. As an MN enters the radio coverage of an NAR, it waits for
the Router Advisement (RA) from the NAR in order to obtain the router prefix for the
generation of NCoA. Named as movement detection, this is the first step for Layer-3
handover. After the generation of NCoA, the DAD procedure must be applied to
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ensure the uniqueness of the newly generated NCoA. The DAD operation can take up
to 1 sec and dominate the handover latency. After the DAD operation, HA and CN are
then notified of the validated NCoA via the binding update procedure. Only then,
packets from CN can be addressed to NCoA via NAR.
For FMIPv6, an MN obtains the router prefix of its prospective NAR via PAR.
As a result, there is no delay for movement detection. As an MN connects to the NAR,
it reports its NCoA to its HA and CN for binding update. Meanwhile, packets
addressed to the MN’s PCoA are intercepted by the PAR. Intercepted packets are then
tunneled to NAR and finally forwarded to MN.
To overcome the most time-consuming DAD operation, AFMIPv6 switches to
anycast addressing before NCoA is validated. A direct consequence is that MN is
capable of continuing the reception of packets from CN using anycast addressing. The
handover delay caused by the DAD operation is therefore effectively eliminated.

3.1.3.1 Service Disruption Period
The FMIPv6 and AFMIPv6 are expected to have comparable performance in
predictive mode given sufficient time to accomplish the DAD operation prior to
Layer-2 handover. This discussion focuses on the performance difference in reactive
mode. According to the message flow diagrams in Figure 2.2 for FMIPv6 and Fig. 3.1
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for AFMIPv6, and their corresponding timing charts in reactive mode in Fig. 3.2, the
essential time intervals are defined as follows:


′ FBack : The time interval for NAR, in FMIPv6, from receiving
t FBU−
FNA[FBU] to the reception of FBack in reactive mode. The lengthy DAD
operation is included in this term.



t L2 : The latency of Layer 2 handover.



t MN- NAR : The link delay from MN to NAR or from NAR to MN.

According to Figure 2.2 (b) and 3.2 (a), relative to the occurrence of Layer-2
handover, the service disruption period for reactive FMIPv6, t re_FMIPv6 , can be
evaluated as follows:
′ -FBack + t MN - NAR
t re_FMIPv6 = t L2 + t MN - NAR + t FBU

(3.1)

Similarly, as Figure 3.1 and 3.2 (b) show, the service disruption period for
reactive AFMIPv6, t re_AFMIPv6 , can be evaluated as follows:
t re_AFMIPv6 = max (t L2 + t MN − PAR , min (t PAR − NAR , t CN − NAR )) + t MN − NAR

(3.2)

It is very possible that pakets arrive at NAR before FNA[FBU] is received. Then
t re_AFMIPv6 = t L2 + t MN - NAR + t MN - NAR

(3.3)

The improvement in handover latency with our approach in reactive mode can be
obtained by subtracting (3.3) from (3.1), as follows:
′ -FBack
t re_FMIPv6 - t re_AFMIPv6 = t FBU

(3.4)
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Figure 3.2 Typical timing in reactive mode.

′ FBack is a term consisting of the most time-consuming DAD
In (3.4), t FBU−
operation. It implies that there is substantial improvement in handover efficiency with
our approach. Such a significant improvement is mainly contributed by the
incorporation of anycasting, which in effect compensates
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for the most

time-consuming DAD operation. Equation (3.1) and (3.3) specify the service
disruption periods in terms of intervals between particular events. In real
environments, these intervals are in general random variables, rather than constants. A
more general analysis on the service disruption period and the number of affected
packets is given in Sub-section 3.1.3.3.

3.1.3.2 Number of Out-of-Order Packets
Another issue is the potential out-of-order problem. In FMIPv6, MN receives
packets from both PAR and CN immediately after handover to NAR. Such a mixture
of received packets leads to the out-of-order problem and results in potential
degradation in service quality. To facilitate our discussion, a time interval t X−Y is
defined as the time required to deliver a packet from device X to device Y or from
device Y to device X.
Here, we define the period of possibly out-of-order receiving to be the Unstable
Period (UP) as follows:
UP = max (0, (Tlast_old - Tfirst_new ) )

(3.5)

where Tlast_old is the time when MN receives the last packet from the previous
flow, and Tfirst_new is the time when MN receives the first packet from the new flow.
Packets following the previous flow pass through CN, CR, PAR, CR, NAR, and then
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MN. On the other hand, packets taking the new route pass through CR, NAR and then
MN directly, without tunneling from PAR to NAR. With respect to the time when CN
receives the BU, we have the following result for Tlast_old and Tfirst_new

T last_old = t CN − CR + t CR − PAR + t q + t CR − PAR + t CR − NAR + t NAR - MN

(3.6)

Tfirst_new = t CN −CR + t CR − NAR + t NAR -MN

(3.7)

where t q is a term to count for the possible queuing time for packets waiting in PAR
before being tunneled from PAR to NAR. The t q can be evaluated as
t q = max{t idle − (t CN −CR + t CR − PAR + t CR − PAR + t CR − NAR + t NAR -MN ), 0}

(3.88)

where t idle is the period during which no data packet is in transmission. Those terms
in parentheses is the time for a packet being delivered from CN to CR and then PAR,
and being forwarded from PAR to CR and then NAR, and being delivered from NAR
to MN. Refer to Figure 3.2 (a), t idle can be obtained as follows:
t idle = t L2 + t MN- NAR + t FNA-FBU

(3.9)

Hence, UPFMIPv6, the unstable period for FMIPv6, can be obtained by calculating
Tlast_old − Tfirst_new :
UPFMIPv6 = max (0, 2t CR − PAR + t q ) = 2t CR − PAR + t q

(3.10)

Equation (3.10) implies that the longer the UPFMIPv6 is, the more chance that
out-of-order packets will present. The actual number of out-of-order packets will
depend on the sending rate of CN and the traffic intensity on PAR, as we shall see in
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the simulations in Chapter 5. The situations for AFMIPv6 are now examined. Upon
the reception of FBU from MN, PAR redirects packets addressed to the MN’s PCoA
to the NAR. The NAR buffers these packets in its uni_buffer. In response to the
augmented FNA[FBU] from MN, CN switches to anycast mode by addressing
packets intended to MN using the MN’s anycast address. These packets are then
routed to NAR by CR and then buffered in any_buffer at NAR. The AFMIPv6 had
enforced a forwarding order such that packets in uni_buffer were delivered to MN
first and then packets in any_buffer. As a result, the risk for of out-of-order packets is
eliminated.

3.1.3.3 Number of Affected Packets
With the help of packet buffering and forwarding, there will be no packet loss for
both FMIPv6 and AFMIPv6. However, packets may arrive at the MN in a wrong
timing. More specifically, during the course of handover, packets are forwarded and
buffered at NAR. These buffered packets cannot be delivered to the MN until the
connection between NAR and MN is established. As a result, these buffered packets
will experience considerable delay. For certain applications, such as real-time
streaming, packets arriving later than certain time limit are considered ineffective. The
next concern is the number of packets affected by the buffering and forwarding
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processes. The actual number should depend on the duration of service disruption
period and the packet arrival pattern. Equations (3.1) and (3.3) had specified the
service disruption periods in terms of intervals between particular events. In real
environments, these intervals are in general random variables, rather than constants.
Moreover, the residence time of MN in the range of PAR after sending out
FBU[ACast] also influences the effective service disruption period. Taking all these
factors into account, it is reasonable to model the service disruption period using a
Gamma distribution with probability density function:
−

t

e β t α −1
f (t ) = α
,t ≥ 0
β Γ(α )

(3.11)

If packet arrival is further assumed to be a Poisson distribution with probability
function:

(
λt )k − λt
Pr (K = k ) =
e

(3.12)

k!

Then, the probability of k packets delivered during the service disruption period
T is

Pr (K = k , t ≤ T ) = ∫

t =T

=∫

t =T

t =0

t =0

=∫

t =T

t =0

(λt )k e −λt ⋅ f (t )dt
k!

(λt )k e −λt ⋅ e

−

t

β α −1

t
dt
β Γ(α )

k!

k k +α −1

λt

(3.13)


1
−  λ + 
β


e
k! β Γ(α )
α

α

dt

The expected number of affected packets can then be determined as follows:
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∞

E (k ) = ∑ k Pr (K = k , t ≤ T )
k =0
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= ∑k∫
= ∑∫
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dt

α

t =0

k =0
∞

t =T

k k +α −1

dt

According to (3.4), the service disruption period of AFMIPv6 is much smaller
than that of FMIPv6. Consequently, the expected number of affected packets for
AFMIPv6 is also much lower than that of FMIPv6 under the same conditions.
We now consider a more general case that the holding time for a connection is
also a random variable, rather than infinite. Let the service disruption time due to
handover signaling (including DAD) be a random variable t s with probability
density function f s (t ) and the connection holding time be a random variable t c
with probability density function f c (t ) . Since the connection holding time is not
infinite, we are interesting in the probability of successful completion of handover
before a connection comes to an end. There will be a successful handover if the
connection holding time is longer than the service disruption time due to signaling.
When the connection holding time is a exponential distribution with mean

1

µ

probability of successful handover is as follows:

Pr (t c > t s ) = ∫

∞

=∫

∞

∫

∞

∫

∞

t s =0 tc =t s

t s =0 tc =t s

f c (t c ) f s (t s )dt c dt s

µe − µt f s (t s )dt c dt s
c

= f s* (µ )
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(3.15)

, the

where

∞

f s* (µ ) = ∫ e − µt ⋅ f s (t )dt
t =0

is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the

probability density function of random variable t s . If the signaling time is a Gamma
distribution with mean 1

ρ and variance σ , then
 1



 
ρ

f s* (s ) = 
2
2 
ρ +ρ σ s




( ρσ )2 

(3.16)

As a result, the probability that the connection lasts longer than the signaling
time so that a handover really happens can be obtained as follows [49]:

Pr (t c > t s ) = ∫

∞

∫

∞

t s = 0 tc =t s

µe − µt f s (t s )dt c dt s
c



ρ

= f (µ ) = 
2 2
ρ+ρ σ µ
*
s

(3.17)

 1

 ( ρσ )2 



It is evident that a larger ρ value (shorter signaling time) implies increased
likelihood of successful handover, which is the intention of the proposed AFMIPv6.
A further consideration is the expected number of affected packets. Since the
connection holding time is also a random variable, the probability density function for
the random variable, service disruption period t sdp , is the minimum of those for the
connection holding time and the service disruption time due to signaling.
Suppose t s and t c are exponential distribution with mean

1

η

and

respectively. That is,
f s (t ) = ηe −ηt , f c (t ) = µe − µt

(3.18)

The probability density function for t sdp is
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1

µ

,

f sdp (t ) = ∫

∞

t c =t

f c (t c ) f s (t )dt c + ∫

∞

t s =t

= (µ + η )e

f c (t ) f s (t s )dt s

(3.19)

−( µ +η )t

which is also a exponential distribution with mean

1
.
µ +η

A connection with infinite holding time is a special case of (3.19) with µ → 0 .
In this case, the service disruption time due to signaling becomes the primary factor
for service disruption period. The shorter the service disruption time due to signaling,
the shorter the service disruption period is. If the packet arrival is further assumed to
be a Poisson distribution with probability function

(
λt )k − λt
Pr (K = k ) =
e

(3.20)

k!

Then, the probability of k packets delivered during the service disruption period
T is
Pr (K = k , t ≤ T ) = ∫

t =T

(λt )k e −λt ⋅ f (t )dt
sdp

k!
k
t =T (λt )
=∫
e −λt ⋅ (µ + η )e −( µ +η )t dt
t =0
k!
k
t =T (λt )
= (µ + η )∫
⋅ e −(λ + µ +η )t dt
t =0
k!
t =0

(3.21)

The expected number of affected packets can then be evaluated as follows:
∞

E (k ) = ∑ k Pr (K = k , t ≤ T )
k =0
∞

t =T

(λt )k

t =0

k!

= ∑ k (µ + η )∫
k =0
∞

=∑
k =0

λ k (µ + η )

(k − 1)! ∫

t =T

t =0

⋅ e −(λ + µ +η )t dt

(3.22)

t k e −(λ + µ +η )t dt

We can conclude that the longer the service disruption time due to signaling, the
longer the service disruption time is. It also means more expected number of affected
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packets.

3.2 Multicast-supported Fast Handover Mobile IPv6 (MFMIPv6)
In the sub-section, we will examine another alternative in addressing space
switching for the covering up of the time-demanding DAD operation. Based on the
framework suggested by the FMIPv6, multicast was adopted in our scheme for
efficient handover. The fundamental idea is to let the system switch to multicast
addressing during handover, and then switch back to normal unicast addressing after
all required operations are done. More specifically, upon the Layer 2 triggering, the
CN will be notified for switching to multicast mode. Meanwhile, MN and both
PAR/NAR will join the multicast tree rooted at the CN.
There are apparent advantages in using multicast as a primary mechanism for
packet delivery during the handover. Firstly, packets from CN can be efficiently
delivered to both PAR and NAR, without the need for extra bandwidth or specialized
equipments as that for cross routers. A more important consequence of using multicast
is that the handover latency due to the time-consuming DAD operation can be
effectively eliminated, since the packet delivery can be continued with multicast
addressing during the handover.
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3.2.1 Operation of MFMIPv6
The operation and the message flow for the proposed scheme is given in Figure
3.3. The detailed operational procedure for predictive mode is listed below [50]-[52]:
1.

MN sends RtSolPr (Router Solicitation for Proxy Advertisement) to PAR to
request information regarding the NAR.

2.

PAR replies MN with PrRtAdv (Proxy Router Advertisement) carrying
information such as NAR’s network prefix, based on which NCoA can be
generated.

3.

Once Layer 2 triggering is detected, MN sends CN an augmented BU (Binding
Update) with a multicast address included. MN and CN will then switch to
multicast mode.

4.

MN sends an augmented FBU (Fast Binding Update) to PAR. Multicast address
is specified in the augmented FBU.

5.

After the receiving of the augmented FBU, PAR will switch to multicast mode.
Unlike the FMIPv6, PAR needs not to buffer packets in our scheme. Packets
from CN keep delivered to MN by multicasting. PAR also sends an augmented
HI (Handover Initiate) to NAR. In addition to the NCoA of MN, multicast
address is also included in the augmented HI, which enables NAR to join the
specified multicast group.
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6.

NAR commences the DAD operation upon the reception of the augmented HI. It
also carries out the procedure for joining the specified multicast group and
begins to buffer the packets from the multicast source – the CN.

7.

After the accomplishment of the DAD on NCoA, NAR replies PAR with HAck
(Handover Acknowledge). Notice that there are no packets tunneled from PAR to
NAR. In our scheme, packets are delivered to both PAR and NAR by
multicasting.

8.

PAR sends FBack (Fast Binding Acknowledgment) to MN and NAR via both its
previous CoA (PCoA) and NCoA.

9.

After Layer 2 handover is done, MN sends an augmented FNA (Fast Neighbor
Advertisement) to NAR notifying its arrival. To avoid the receiving of duplicated
packets, the augmented FNA will carry the sequence number of the last packet
MN received right before Layer 2 handover.

10. After DAD is done, NAR sends a LEAVE message to PAR, MN, and CN to
instruct them to switch back to unicast mode.
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RtSolPr: Router Solicitation for Proxy Advertisement
PrRtAdv: Proxy Router Advertisement
FBU: Fast Binding Update
FBack: Fast Binding Acknowledgement
HI: Handover Initiate
HAck: Handover Acknowledge
FNA: Fast Neighbor Advertisement
MCast: Multicast Option
MN

PAR
RtSolPr (1)

NAR

CN

MN

PAR

NAR
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(a) Predictive mode
(b) Reactive mode
Figure 3.3 Message flow of MFMIPv6.

3.2.2 Discussion on MFMIPv6
These exists significant difference between the proposed approach and the
standard FMIPv6 which makes the intended improvement possible. With FMIPv6, in
order to avoid packet loss, PAR begins to buffer packets addressed to MN upon the
reception of FBU from MN. PAR then issues a HI message to NAR requesting both
the DAD procedure on the newly generated CoA and the establishment of the packet
tunnel from PAR to NAR. Once the DAD operation is complete, NAR will reply PAR
with a HAck message. Packets buffered at PAR can only be tunneled to NAR after
HAck is received. It should be aware of that the DAD is a time-consuming procedure.
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Packets buffered at PAR will experience considerable delay before being tunneled to
NAR. Such a delay is the primary cause of handover latency in FMIPv6, and will
result in profound service disruption.
On the other hand, a complete different philosophy incorporating multicast
technique was adopted in our approach. PAR in our scheme will switch to
multicasting mode upon the reception of FBU. By doing so, MN will be able to
continue the reception of packets from CN through PAR using multicast addressing.
The packet flow will sustain until Layer-2 handover takes place. There is no need for
packet buffering and tunneling from PAR to NAR, and therefore, no service
disruption will be incurred. Meanwhile, PAR will also issue an augmented HI to NAR
to notify it to join the specified multicast group. In considering the geometrical
proximity, NAR should be able to join the multicast tree quickly, and start to receive
and buffer the packets passing through it. As MN accomplishes its Layer-2 handover,
NAR can immediately deliver buffered packets to MN in response to the FNA from
MN. During the course, PAR also performs regular DAD operation as FMIPv6 does.
Eventually, the communication paradigm will switch back to normal unicast when
DAD is actually done.
Since packets from CN are delivered to both PAR and NAR in our scheme and
MN will receive packets from PAR first and then from NAR, there is a potential
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problem for duplicated reception. This problem can be easily resolved by augmenting
the FNA message from MN to NAR. A sequence number for the last packet received
from PAR is enough for NAR to continue the delivery of packets without duplication.
In FMIPv6, right after the handover, there are two concurrent packet flows
addressed to NAR. One is the tunneled flow from PAR and the other is regular flow
from CN. In certain circumstance, the packets from CN might arrive at NAR before
those packets tunneled from PAR. This will result in the so called out-of-order
problem. For real-time streaming applications, out-of-order packets are considered to
be ineffective. They will confuse the streaming control protocol and therefore degrade
the overall quality of service. Within the proposed scheme, the flows to PAR and
NAR are distributed by a common ancestor node in the multicast tree. It is less likely
that the flow to NAR has significant leap in time with respect to the flow to PAR.
Hence, the proposed scheme will be less vulnerable to the potential out-of-order
problem.
We have similar solution for the reactive mode. In case that MN fails to receive
HAck before leaving the range of PAR, MN will directly send an augmented FNA to
NAR. The augmented FNA encapsulates FBU and multicast option. NAR can then
switch to multicast mode and commence the joining process, as illustrated in Figure
3.3 (b).
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3.2.3 Implementation Issues
There are certain costs, including slight increase in system complexity and
additional signaling overheads, paid for the performance improvement promised by
the proposed scheme. Protocol stacks of participant devices need to be patched to
accommodate required functionalities specified in Sub-section 3.2.1. There are also
additional signaling overheads, in particular the dual BU from MN to CN. In addition
to the standard BU message from MN to CN after DAD is done. The proposed
approach introduces an additional “augmented BU” to notify the CN to switch to
multicast mode. This will slightly increase the signaling overhead. However, the cost
is justified in considering the performance gained from the masking of DAD time
using multicast addressing. For a practical system in operation, the one-way time for
the “augmented BU” from MN to CN should be less than the DAD, which is as long
as one second. Moreover, in predictive mode, MN can continue the reception using
unicast before “augmented BU” reaches CN.
Another consideration is the time NAR takes to join the multicast tree rooted at
CN. Cheng, et al. [53] reported in their multicast implementation that, for a group size
of 50 members, most join operations take less than 300ms. There are only three
participants, namely NAR, PAR, and MN, in the multicast group within our scheme.
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It will be quicker in the join process and easier in the maintenance of the multicast
tree. The average join latency for similar case [54] could be as low as 1.91ms. For
typical applications of multicasting, such as multimedia streaming, receiving devices
generally have a need to prepare enough backlogs for possible jitters in future
reception. This will lead to certain delay in their playback. In our approach, there is no
need for the backlog. Join time will be mainly decided by the propagation delay of the
IGMP (Internet Group Management Protocol) [37] joining message. It is
recommended for MN to maintain a multicast path from CN to MN in the beginning
of an active connection. Such a pre-established path will speed up the switching
between unicast and multicast addressing. In general, due to geographic proximity, the
join request from the NAR will reach the rendezvous point of an established multicast
tree quickly.
The system architecture discussed above is designed within a general framework
of multicasting. There also exists a possible implementation such that the use of
multicast addresses can be limited to a more local scope. If we endow the common
ancestor from PAR to CN and NAR to CN, such as the Router 1 in Figure 5.5, with
the capability of acting as a multicast server, it is possible to let the CN be transparent
to the underlying operations. More specifically, in addition to the functionality
discussed previously, the common ancestor is now also responsible for the translation
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of packets addressed to MN’s PCoA into multicast packets. By doing so, a CN simply
follows the standard of MIPv6. There is no need for any modification on the CN side.
Such a revised implementation also limits the usage of multicasting in more a local
scope. The problem on global multicast addressing can be partially alleviated.

3.2.4 Performance Analysis
In this section, we will examine analytically the performance improvement
achievable with MFMIPv6. For its practical significance, FMIPv6 was taken as a
baseline for our comparative study. A typical timing chart for predictive mode and
reactive mode are given in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, respectively. Essential time
intervals are defined as follows:


t FBU−FBack : The time interval for MN from sending FBU to receiving FBack
in predictive mode.



′ FBack : The time interval for NAR, in FMIPv6, from receiving
t FBU−
FNA[FBU] to the reception of FBack in reactive mode.



t MN−PAR : The link delay from MN to PAR or from PAR to MN.



′ −MN : The delay from PAR receiving FBU to MN receiving the last
t PAR
packet.



t L3-L2 : The time interval for MN from receiving FBack to starting Layer 2
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handover.


t L2 : The latency of Layer 2 handover.



t MN- NAR : The link delay from MN to NAR or from NAR to MN.



t PAR - NAR : The link delay from PAR to NAR or from NAR to PAR.



t CN -PAR : The link delay from CN to PAR.



t CN− NAR : The link delay from CN to NAR.
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Figure 3.4 Typical timing in predictive mode.
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Figure 3.5 Typical timing in reactive mode.

3.2.4.1 Service Disruption Period
According to the message flow diagram in Figure 2.2(a) for predictive FMIPv6,
we have a typical timing chart for it, as shown in Figure 3.4(a). Similarly, we have a
typical timing chart, as shown in Figure 3.4(b), derived from Figure 3.3(a) for
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MFMIPv6 in predictive mode. According to Figure 3.4(a), the handover latency for
predictive FMIPv6, t pre_FMIPv6 , can be evaluated as the following:
′ -MN ) + t L3-L2 + t L2 + 2t MN - NAR
t pre_FMIPv6 = (t FBU-FBack - t MN -PAR - t PAR

(3.23)

Multicast was used in our approach for the simultaneous delivery of packets to
both PAR and NAR. We define t MCAST as the time interval from NAR commencing
the join procedure to the receiving of the first multicast packet and t DAD as the
latency for DAD operation. Consequently, the handover latency for our approach in
predictive mode, t pre_MFMIPv6d , can be evaluated to be:
t pre_MFMIPv6d = max((t MCAST - t DAD - t PAR - NAR - t MN - NAR - t L3-L2 ), t L2 ) + 2t MN- NAR (3.24)

in which the first operand for the max function is to count for the situation that the
multicast joining process takes considerable time and fails to accomplish before the
occurrence of Layer 2 handover. Since the handover is in general taking place
between nearby network domains, it is a reasonable assumption that in general the
joining procedure will be finished before DAD is actually done. Therefore,
t pre_MFMIPv6d can be further reduced to:
t pre_MFMIPv6d = t L2 + 2t MN- NAR

(3.25)

The improvement in handover latency with our approach can be obtained by
subtracting (3.25) from (3.23), as follows:
′ -MN ) + t L3-L2
t pre_FMIPv6 - t pre_MFMIPv6d = (t FBU-FBack - t MN-PAR - t PAR
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(3.36)

In (3.26), t FBU−FBack is a dominant term consisting of the most time-consuming
DAD operation. It implies that there is substantial improvement in handover
efficiency with our approach.
We have similar results for reactive mode. From the message flow diagrams in
Figure 2.2(b) and Figure 3.3(b), the timing charts for FMIPv6 and MFMIPv6 are
given in Figure 3.5(a) and Figure 3.5(b), respectively. As illustrate in Figure 3.5(a),
the handover latency for reactive FMIPv6, t re_FMIPv6 , can be evaluated as the
following:
′ -FBack + 2t MN - NAR
t re_FMIPv6 = t L2 + t FBU

(3.37)

According to Figure 3.5(b), the handover latency for our approach in reactive
mode, t re_MFMIPv6 , can be evaluated to be:
t re_MFMIPv6 = t L2 + t MCAST + 2t MN - NAR

(3.38)

The improvement in handover latency with our approach in reactive mode can be
obtained by subtracting (3.38) from (3.37), as follows:
′ -FBack - t MCAST
t re_FMIPv6 - t re_MFMIPv6 = t FBU

(3.39)

In both modes, there is considerable time saving in handover with our approach.
Such a significant improvement is mainly contributed by the incorporation of
multicasting, which in effect cover up the most time-consuming DAD operation.
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3.2.4.2 Number of Out-of-Order Packets
We now turn our attention to the potential problem on out-of-order packets. In
FMIPv6, right after the handover to NAR, MN will receive packets from both PAR
and CN. Such a mixture of received packets will lead to the out-of-order problem and
result in potential degradation in service quality. Here we define the period of mixture
receiving to be the Unstable Period (UP), as follows:
UP = max (0, (Tlast_old - Tfirst_new ) )

(3.40)

where Tlast_old is the time for MN receiving the last packet from the previous
flow, and Tfirst_new is the time for MN receiving the first packet from the new flow.
Packets following the previous flow will pass through CN, PAR, NAR, and then MN.
On the other hand, packets taking the new route will be sent to NAR and then MN
directly, without the tunneling from PAR to NAR. With respect to the time when CN
receives the BU, we have the following result for Tlast_old and Tfirst_new :
Tlast_old = t CN − PAR + t q + t PAR − NAR + t MN − NAR

(3.41)

Tfirst_new = t CN − NAR + t MN − NAR

(3.42)

where t q is a term to count for the possible queuing time for packets waiting in PAR
before being tunneled from PAR to NAR. t q can be evaluated to be:
t q = max{t idle − (t CN − PAR + t PAR − NAR + t NAR -MN ), 0}

(3.43)

where t idle is the period within which no data packet is in transmission. Those terms
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in parentheses is the time for a packet being delivered from CN to PAR and forwarded
from PAR to NAR, and being delivered from NAR to MN. Refer to Figure 3.5(a),
t idle can be obtained as follows:
t idle = t L2 + t MN- NAR + t FNA-FBU

(3.44)

Hence, UP can be evaluated to be:

UP = max (0, (t CN-PAR + t PAR - NAR - t CN- NAR + t q ))
= t CN-PAR + t PAR - NAR - t CN- NAR + t q

(3.45)

Taking the network topology in Figure 5.5 as an example, the UP is up to 40ms
plus t q for FMIPv6 as MN moving from AR 2 to AR 3. On the other hand, the
effective UP will be 0 ms for our scheme, since packets from new flow are delivered
directly to AR 3 by Router 1 using multicasting. There is no latency for buffering and
tunneling as in FMIPv6.

3.2.4.3 Number of Affected Packets
The analysis procedure discussed in Sub-section in 3.1.3.3 can also be applied to
MFMIPv6 for the analysis of affected packets. With the help of packet buffering and
forwarding, there will be no packet loss for both FMIPv6 and MFMIPv6. However,
packets may arrive at the MN in a wrong timing. For certain applications, such as
real-time streaming, packets arrive later than certain time limit are considered to be
ineffective. The actual number should depend on the duration of service disruption
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period and the packet arrival pattern. Equation (3.23), (3.25), (3.37), (3.38) specify the
service disruption periods in terms of intervals between particular events. In real
environments, these intervals are in general random variables, rather than constants.
Assume the service disruption period can be modeled by a Gamma distribution with
probability density function:
−

t

e β t α −1
f (t ) = α
,t ≥ 0
β Γ(α )

(3.46)

If we further assume the packet arrival is a Poisson distribution with probability
function:

(
λt )k − λt
Pr (K = k ) =
e

(3.47)

k!

The probability of k packets delivered during the service disruption period T is:
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The expected number of affected packets can then be evaluated to be:
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From (3.36) and (3.39), we can conclude that the service disruption period for
the proposed scheme will be much smaller than that of FMIPv6. Consequently, the
expected number of affected packets in MFMIPv6 will be also much less than that of
FMIPv6 under the same conditions.
Similar to Sub-section 3.1.3.3, we now consider a more general case that the
holding time for a connection is also a random variable, rather than infinite. Let the
service disruption time due to handover signaling (including DAD) be a random
variable t s with probability density function f s (t ) and the connection holding time
be a random variable t c with probability density function

f c (t ) . Since the

connection holding time is not infinite, we are interesting in the probability of
successful completion of handover before a connection comes to an end. There will be
a successful handover if the connection holding time is longer than the service
disruption time due to signaling. When the connection holding time is a exponential
1

distribution with mean

Pr (t c > t s ) = ∫

∞

=∫

∞

µ

∫

∞

∫

∞

t s =0 tc =t s

, the probability of successful handover is as follows:

f c (t c ) f s (t s )dt c dt s

µe − µt f s (t s )dt c dt s
c

t s =0 tc =t s

(3.50)

= f s* (µ )
where

∞

f s* (µ ) = ∫ e − µt ⋅ f s (t )dt
t =0

is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the

probability density function of random variable t s . If the signaling time is a Gamma
distribution with mean 1

ρ and variance σ , then
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ρ

f s* (s ) = 
2
2 
ρ +ρ σ s




( ρσ )2 

(3.51)

As a result, the probability that the connection lasts longer than the signaling
time so that a handover really happens can be obtained as follows [49]:

Pr (t c > t s ) = ∫

∞

∫

∞

t s = 0 tc =t s

µe − µt f s (t s )dt c dt s
c



ρ

= f (µ ) = 
2 2
ρ+ρ σ µ
*
s

(3.52)

 1

 ( ρσ )2 



It is evident that a larger ρ value (shorter signaling time) implies increased
likelihood of successful handover, which is the intention of the proposed MFMIPv6.
A further consideration is the expected number of affected packets. Since the
connection holding time is also a random variable, the probability density function for
the random variable, service disruption period t sdp , is the minimum of those for the
connection holding time and the service disruption time due to signaling.
Suppose t s and t c are exponential distribution with mean

1

η

and

1

µ

,

respectively. That is,
f s (t ) = ηe −ηt , f c (t ) = µe − µt

(3.53)

The probability density function for t sdp is
f sdp (t ) = ∫

∞

t c =t

f c (t c ) f s (t )dt c + ∫

= (µ + η )e

∞

t s =t

f c (t ) f s (t s )dt s

(3.54)

−( µ +η )t

which is also a exponential distribution with mean

1
.
µ +η

A connection with infinite holding time is a special case of (3.54) with µ → 0 .
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In this case, the service disruption time due to signaling becomes the primary factor
for service disruption period. The shorter the service disruption time due to signaling,
the shorter the service disruption period is. If the packet arrival is further assumed to
be a Poisson distribution with probability function
Pr (K = k ) =

(λt )k e − λt

(3.55)

k!

Then, the probability of k packets delivered during the service disruption period
T is
Pr (K = k , t ≤ T ) = ∫

t =T

(λt )k e −λt ⋅ f (t )dt
sdp

k!
k
t =T (λt )
=∫
e −λt ⋅ (µ + η )e −( µ +η )t dt
t =0
k!
k
t =T (λt )
= (µ + η )∫
⋅ e −(λ + µ +η )t dt
t =0
k!
t =0

(3.56)

The expected number of affected packets can then be evaluated as follows:
∞

E (k ) = ∑ k Pr (K = k , t ≤ T )
k =0
∞

t =T

(λt )k

t =0

k!

= ∑ k (µ + η )∫
k =0
∞

=∑
k =0

λ k (µ + η )

(k − 1)! ∫

t =T

t =0

⋅ e −(λ + µ +η )t dt

(3.57)

t k e −(λ + µ +η )t dt

We can conclude that the longer the service disruption time due to signaling, the
longer the service disruption time is. It also means more expected number of affected
packets.
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3.3 Summary
This chapter explains in great details the proposed schemes, AFMIPv6 and
MFMIPv6, for improved handover performance. Analytical study reveals that the
proposed schemed can effectively mask the lengthy DAD operation during handover
by switching to anycast/multicast addressing. Consequently, the service disruption
period experienced during handover can be significantly reduced. The buffer control
schemes associated with the proposed schemes can also successfully prevent the
out-of-order packet problem. In Chapter 5, we will re-verify the effectiveness of the
proposed schemes by computer simulations.
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Chapter 4 QoS Provisioning in Mobile Environments
by Service Migration

Most previous studies related to mobility management mainly focus on client
end, with seamless, accelerated handover as their primary objectives. There are few
efforts, if not none, paid to the server end. Internet Protocol with Mobility Support
(Mobile IP) [2]-[3] and their descendents are designed to retain the connection from a
mobile node (MN) to its original peer. However, as a MN moves further and further
away from its original peer, the round trip time (RTT) of the connection will increase
and the available bandwidth of the connection will decrease accordingly.

A better

strategy in this situation should be the migration of the ongoing service from the
original server to a new nearest server. This observation motivates the development of
a new service paradigm, named service migration, which will be a promising service
paradigm for QoS provisioning in mobile environments.

4.1 A New Service Framework Featuring Service Migration
A large-scale content distribution system is taken as an example to illustrate our
idea on service migration. In such a large-scale system, homogeneous servers are
widely deployed in different domains. Here “homogenous” means all servers are
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having the same platform, either real or virtual machines, for process execution, and
the contents to be distributed are exactly the same on all servers. For a new client, its
initial connection will be directed automatically to its nearest server. After that, for in
case of proximity change due to client mobility, the service migration mechanism will
be invoked to migrate the ongoing service process from the old server to a new one
having shorter weighted network distance to the client.

S0

S1

R0

R1

D1

S2

S3

R2

S4

R3

D2

D3

Client

S5

R4

R5

D4

D5
Client

Figure 4.1 Simulation topology.

To examine the advantages of the proposed scheme for service migration, we
conduct simulations using ns2 [55] on a typical topology, as shown in Figure 4.1. All
links in this topology are of bandwidth 1Mbps and of delay 50ms. There is a constant
bit rate flow in UDP from server to client, at a rate of 500 bytes for every 5ms. There
are also background UDP traffics at the same rate from Si to Di+1. In the beginning,
the client is attached to access router R0 and served by server S0. During the
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simulation, the mobile client will move from the left to the right and change its
attached access router accordingly. Without service migration, the distance between
server S0 and the mobile client increases as the client move toward the right. As
revealed in Figure 4.2-4.4, the packet loss rate, packet delivery time, as well as the

Number of Lost Packets

jitter, increase accordingly.
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Figure 4.2 Packet loss.
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Figure 4.3 Packet delivery time.
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Figure 4.4 Deviation of packet delivery time.

We now turn our attention to TCP flows. In the next experiment, there are FTP
flows in TCP from Server S0 to the mobile client, as well as from Si to Di+1. Figure 4.5
reports the degradation in throughput as the distance between the Server S0 and the
mobile node gets increased.
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Figure 4.5 Throughput when attached to different access routers.

It is evident that, without service migration, the QoS of an ongoing service is likely to
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degrade as the mobile node moves further away from its original attached router.
Other the other hand, with the proposed service migration scheme, an ongoing service
is capable of retaining better QoS. It is worthwhile to point out that not only the
individual connection can receive better QoS, the global network environment can
also benefit from the service migration. Referring to Figure 4.5, without service
migration, the flow from Server S0 to the mobile client will compete with flows from
Si to Di+1 for available bandwidth. With the proposed service migration scheme, the
competition ceases to exist and results in better utilization for the global network.

4.2 System Architecture
In the blueprint of the proposed network service framework, three major
functional modules, namely Proximity Management Module (PMM), Migration
Decision Module (MDM), and Service Migration Module (SMM), will cooperate
closely with each others and jointly contribute the tentative goal. Each functional
module has its responsibility, as depicted in the functional diagram in Figure 4.6. The
proximity management module is in charge of the locating of proximity server and the
detection of possible proximity change. The migration decision module is responsible
for the collecting and monitoring of essential data about service quality, and uses them
to make the decision on service migration. The third module, service migration
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module is designed to perform the actual process and connection migration.

Network Service Framework
Proximity Management
Module
Locating of proximity server
Detection of proximity change

Migration Decision
Module
Collection of QoS data
Migration decision making

Service Migration
Module
Process migration
Connection migration

Figure 4.6 Functional blocks of the new network service framework.

4.2.1 Proximity Management Module
The proximity management module has two sub-tasks to be accomplished,
namely the locating of proximity server and the detection of proximity change. The
locating of proximity server is to find out a server with shortest weighted network
distance to a client. Weighted network distance is a collective term, a weighted
summarization of important factors that influence the quality of network service.
Server loading, bandwidth, delay, as others, are typical factors that should be taken
into account. Due to topology change or node mobility, the proximity between a client
and its candidate servers could change accordingly. The objective of the detection of
proximity change is to monitoring the possible occurrence of such an event.
Either for an initial service request or for an ongoing service connection
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experiencing proximity change, there is a need to invoke the proximity server locating
procedure to find out a nearest server. Depending on the supports offered by the
network environment, there are two possible solutions to the server locating problem:

a. In a network environment supporting anycast [36], a client can issue a control
message with anycast address as its destination address. Normally, such a
message will be routed to a server with shortest routing distance to the client.
The located server will reply a response message with its unicast address as
the source address. The client can then establish a service connection using the
server’s unicast address.
b. Another possible solution is to rely on the portal node in a content distribution
system [6]-[7]. It is a reasonable assumption that a portal node is equipped
with enough information for the decision making in server dispatching. In
such an environment, in response to a query from a client, the portal node will
make a best choice based on its own knowledge, and then reply the client with
the unicast address of the server been selected.

The migration of an ongoing service to its new proximity server upon the
detection of proximity change is one of the primary objectives of our framework.
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Network topology change and client mobility are two most common causes that result
in proximity change. For each of them, we have dedicated strategies for the detection
of their occurrence, as explained bellows:

a. Network Topology Change: Due to re-configuration or error recovery of
network infrastructure, the topology structure of a network environment may
vary from time to time. A direct consequence of this phenomenon is that an
original proximity server for a client might be no longer the nearest one. For
proximity change caused by topology change, we can observe the
round-trip-time of packets and the number of hops they had traveled. These
parameters are useful indicators for the detection of proximity change. Once
significant drafting of these parameters is observed, we can launch the
proximity server locating procedure to confirm the occurrence of possible
proximity change.
b. Client Mobility: Node mobility is another common cause of proximity change.
With the help of Mobile IP, the proximity change caused by node mobility can
be dealt with elegantly. Mobile IP [2]-[3] is capable of the detection of change
in its access domain. Once a new CoA is obtained, it can be used to launch the
locating procedure to find out a new proximity server in the new domain.
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4.2.2 Migration Decision Module
For the sever locating schemes discussed in previous section, if anycast is the only
mechanism in used, then the proximity will be defined solely by the routing distance.
Such an approach is considered to be too restrictive. To endow the system with higher
generality and flexibility, it is required to take more factors into consideration. Aimed
at a more general, more complete definition of the weighted network distance, an
adequate framework will take into account the following factors.



Network Bandwidth: The bandwidth of the connections between a client and
its old/new servers. If the old connection has larger bandwidth, then we
should consider to retain the old connection.



Network Delay: The delay of the connections between a client and its
old/new servers. A connection with less delay is preferred in our server
selection.



Server Capacity: The service capacities and current loading of the old/new
servers. If the new server is approaching its margin of overloading, we
should consider to retain the old connection. Adequate mechanism for
admission control is necessary at the server side to avoid the risk of
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overloading.


Service Type: Different types of services have different demands on the
network service quality. For instance, network delay will be a primary
concern for multimedia applications. Therefore, it would be more sensible to
have service type dependent weighting coefficients in the evaluation of
weighted network distance.



Service Remaining Time: The estimated remaining time of an on going
service. Although the light-weighted service migration mechanism in our
framework can dramatically reduce the process/connection migration time.
There still exits some overhead. A service migration is meaningful only if the
profit obtained overwhelms the overhead incurred. It is not beneficial to
migrate a service about to be closed.



Connection Fee: Depending on the business policy of Internet service
providers, there will be different charging rate for different connections.
Although connection fee is a minor issue for research, it is a subject which
should not be overlooked in commercial deployment.

In the evaluation of the weighted network distance, we will associate each of
above factors with distinct weighting coefficients. It can be expected that it is
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extremely difficult to have a universal weighting formula applicable in all
circumstance. For a practical system, it is reasonable to allow users to decide some of
these weighting coefficients according to their need, and the content distribution
system can dynamically fine tune the others based on the system status.

4.2.3 Service Migration Module
Once the decision for service migration is confirmed, the service migration
module will take over and perform actual actions for service migration. Two closely
related sub-tasks are involved in the service migration, namely process migration and
connection migration. There are well developed techniques for general process
migration between two systems [8]-[11]. However, with load balancing as their
primary objective, all these approaches suffer from two fundamental problems. One
of them is the time-consuming task for the transfer of process image. The other is the
involved manipulation of file system access. A direct application of these existing
schemes is not adequate for our ultimate goal – a fast, seamless service migration
scheme. According to our study, there exist unique characteristics in a content
distribution system, especially the homogeneity among servers. These attributes
enable us to develop a specialized, dedicated, light-weighted service migration
scheme to replace those general-purpose, heavy-weighted process migration
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techniques.
Taking a large scale content distribution system as example, we have the
following important observations:

a. Servers installed in different domains are configured to offer the same service.
In general, these servers are equipped with the same platform for program
execution, either fully compatible hardware architecture or via virtual machine
similar to the Java VM. In this case, the same service program will reside on
every server. This implies that the most time-consuming task for the transfer
of process image can be avoided. Only the process control block needs to be
transferred. This information is enough for the new server to create a
duplication of the migrating process based on its local copy of the same
service program. As a result, the migration latency can be substantially
reduced. Taking web servers as example, the Microsoft Internet Information
Server v5.1 has a package size of 14.6MB and the Apache v2.2.11 is of
5.18MB. Loading server programs from local storage is far more efficient than
fetching them from distant machines.
b. Servers installed in different domains are planned to deliver the same
information content. The involved issue on file system access can be greatly
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simplified. Moreover, the time-consuming task for file data transfer can also
be avoided. Information regarding the progress of the content delivery, such as
file identity and record number, is enough for the new server to resume the
content delivery after the migration.

Above discussion is given from the perspective of operating systems.
Transparency to application programs is an important factor in favor a pure operating
system approach. However, the homogeneous requirement on servers may impose
considerable constraints in its deployment. Application layer solution could be a
remedy to this problem. It is quite possible to re-code a server program, such that a
server will accept not just regular service request, but also migrated service request.

4.2.4 Connection Migration
The handling of an ongoing connection, an issue overlooked in early works, is our
primary concern in the framework we intended.
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transport Control Protocol (TCP) are two
most important protocols for Internet’s transport layer. Connection migration is trivial
for UDP, since each UDP packet is an independent chunk and there is no state
information need to be maintained. On the other hand, as a connection-oriented
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protocol, TCP is more difficult for connection migration. TCP is distinguished with its
reliability, capability in flow control and error control. Miscellaneous state
information, such as sequence number, acknowledge number, congestion window, and
so on, are essential for maintaining an ongoing connection. Retaining this essential
information during connection migration is a minimal requirement for any attempt to
be of practical value.
In our framework, previous server will extract, from the protocol stack, related
information regarding the connection status, and send them to the new server. This
information will be copied into the new socket created on the new server. The new
socket is functionally equivalent to the old one, except that its outgoing packets will
have different source IP address and source port number. This is due to the inherent
limitation of the Internet protocol. For this reason, although a packet from the new
socket can be directed to the client, it will be interpreted as an illegal packet, since the
new IP address – Port number pair is not in the record of the protocol stack. It is
required, at the client end, to have a thin layer to perform the necessary address and
port mapping, as Network Address Translation (NAT) does [56]. The mapping unit
can be implemented at the client end as a plug-in module between the physical layer
and the TCP/IP stack, or built into the TCP/IP stack as a functional extension. An
alternative is to conduct the IP address/port number mapping at the server end,
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provided that translated packets are allowed by the egress routers of the server.

4.3 Light-Weighted Service Migration for TCP-based Services
The detailed operation of the proposed service framework for TCP-based
services will be explained in this sub-section with a typical scenario as example.
During its normal operation, a client’s PMM will keep monitoring the possible
occurrence of proximity change, either passively informed by its Mobile IP stack, or
actively probing the change in packet round-trip-time or hop-count. Once proximity
change is detected, its PMM will launch the server locating procedure to locate a new
proximity server. Client’s MDM will then communicate with the MDMs of both the
old and the new servers to collect data for migration decision-making. Weighted
network distances will then be evaluated based on the collected data and the client’s
own knowledge. Once the decision for service migration is confirmed, the system will
proceed with the following procedure to conduct the actual migration:

1.

Client’s SMM sends a “Request for Service Migration” message (REQ_SM)
to the previous server’s SMM. The message will carry information for the
service connection to be migrated and information for the new proximity
server. Meanwhile, client’s SMM will prepare a new entry in its address
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mapping table with the IP address of the new server filled in.
2.

Upon the reception of REQ_SM, the previous server’s SMM suspends the
running process for the service connection specified in the REQ_SM, and
extracts essential information such as process control block and socket state.

3.

Previous server’s SMM then passes extracted information to the new server
by sending a “Request for Process/Connection Migration” message
(REQ_PCM) to it. Notably, there is no need to transfer the process image,
which is in general a major factor of migration latency in process migration.

4.

In response to the incoming REQ_PCM, the SMM creates a new process
instance in suspended state and a new socket. The creation of new
process/socket can be done either by system call to the operating system or
by virtual new request to the server program. Information carried on the
REQ_PCM is then copied into the newly created process/socket.

5.

If everything goes well, new server’s SMM issues a “Process/Connection
Migration Acknowledge” message (PCM_ACK) to previous server, and a
“Service Migration Acknowledge” message (SM_ACK) to the client to
notify them about the success of the migration. The new server’s SMM then
resets the newly created process/socket from suspended state to ready state,
and resumes its normal execution.
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6.

The SM_ACK message from the new server to the client also conveys the
source port number for the new socket on the new server. After the updating
of the port number in its address mapping table, client is able to continue the
service from the new server. Upon the reception of PCM_ACK from the new
server, the previous server can then safely delete the suspend process and
return occupied resources to the system.

A control flow diagram for the service migration is given in Figure 4.7. A number
of control messages are involved in the system operation. These messages can be
implemented as an extension to the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP).
If, for any reasons, the new server’s SMM is unable to fulfill the request for the
migration, it replies the previous server’s SMM with a “Process/Connection
Migration Negative Acknowledge” message (PCM_NACK), and sends a “Service
Migration Negative Acknowledge” message (SM_NACK) to the client’s SMM as
negative notifications. Upon the reception of the PCM_NACK, the previous server’s
SMM will resume the suspended service process and continue the service over the old
connection. When SM_NACK is received, the client’s SMM will delete the associated
entry in its address mapping table.
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CN: Client Node
PPS: Previous Proximity Server
REQ_SM: Request for Service Migration
REQ_PCM: Request for Process/Connection Migration
SM_ACK: Acknowledge for Service Migration
PCM_ACK: Acknowledge for Service Migration
CN

NPS: New Proximity Serve

NPS

PPS
1. REQ_SM

1. Update Address
Mapping Table

2. Suspend Process;
Extract Information
3. REQ_PCM
4. Create Process/Socket;
Copy Information

5. SM_ACK
6. Update Port Mapping
Table

6. Delete Process

5. PCM_ACK

Figure 4.7 Control flow of service migration for TCP-based services.

A service migration could also be initiated by the previous server in situations
such as that it is experiencing heavy loading or its MDM has discovered a new server
which can offer better service to the client. In this case, the previous server’s SMM
will send an “Invite for Migration” message (INV_SM) to the client for possible
service migration.

4.3.1 Performance Analysis
According to Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8 gives the signaling timing chart with
essential time intervals defined as follows:


t PPS-CN : The link delay from PPS to CN
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t NPS-CN : The link delay from NPS to CN



t PPS : The processing time at PPS for process suspension and information
extraction.



t NPS : The processing time at NPS for process creation and information copy.



tPPS-NPS : The transfer time for socket information from PPS to NPS.

CN: Client Node
PPS: Previous Proximity Server
REQ_SM: Request for Service Migration
REQ_PCM: Request for Process/Connection Migration
SM_ACK: Acknowledge for Service Migration
PCM_ACK: Acknowledge for Service Migration
Receive REQ_SM;
Suspend process

NPS: New Proximity Serve

Extract information;
Send REQ_PCM

Receive PCM_ACK;
Delete process
T

PPS
tPPS

Receive REQ_PCM;
Create process

Activate process;
Send SM_ACK/PCM_ACK
T

NPS
tPPS-NPS

tNPS

tPPS-CN

tNPS-CN

CN

T
tSM_TCP
Send
REQ_SM

Receive last packet
from PPS
REQ_SM

Receive SM_ACK;
Receive first packet from NPS

Figure 4.8 Typical timing of service migration for TCP-based services.

The service disruption period experienced by the CN, t SM_TCP , can be evaluated to
be:
tSM_TCP = max(0, t PPS + t PPS-NPS + t NPS + t NPS-CN − t PPS-CN )

(4.1)

The Migration Decision Module in our framework will suggest a service
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migration if the link delay from NPS to CN is less than that from PPS to CN, that is
t NPS-CN < t PPS-CN . In ideal case, if the network distance from PPS to CN is far larger
than that from NPS to CN, and PPS and NPS are powerful enough and connected by
high capacity backbone, it is possible that there will be no service disruption at all.
Even when the service disruption period is none zero, the service migration is
still beneficial in considering the QoS improvement that CN can gain. Assume BPPS
is the available bandwidth from PPS to CN and BNPS is the available bandwidth from
NPS to CN, and L is the amount of data remained to be delivered. Without service
migration, the remaining service time, T , will be
T= L

(4.2)

BPPS

With service migration, the remaining service time, TSM_TCP , is
TSM_TCP = L

BNPS

+ tSM_TCP

(4.3)

Subtract (4.3) from (4.2), we have the saving in remaining service time,

 1
1 
 − t SM_TCP
T − TSM_TCP = L
−
 BPPS BNPS 

(4.4)

Equation (4.4) implies that a service migration is profitable if the remaining data
and the bandwidth difference are large enough to cover the cost of service migration.
As a matter of fact, both are essential factors for the Migration Decision Module in its
decision making, as explained in Sub-section 4.2.2.
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4.4 Seamless Service Migration for UDP-based Services
For UDP-based applications, the migration latency can be completely eliminated
and seamless migration becomes possible. There is no state information to be
maintained in an UDP connection. Each UDP packet is an independent chunk. For
this reason, a client can establish and commence the connection to the new server
before the connection to the old server is torn down.

CN: Client Node
PPS: Previous Proximity Server
REQ_SM: Request for Service Migration
REQ_PCM: Request for Process/Connection Migration
SM_ACK: Acknowledge for Service Migration
PCM_ACK: Acknowledge for Service Migration
CN

NPS: New Proximity Serve

NPS

PPS
1. REQ_SM

1. Keep receiving
packets from PPS

2. Extract Information
3. REQ_PCM
4. Create Process/Socket;
Copy Information

5. SM_ACK
6. Start receiving packets
from NPS
7. PCM_ACK
8. Delete Process

Figure 4.9 Control flow of service migration for UDP-based services.

As indicated in the control flow diagram shown in Figure 4.9, the MN keeps
receiving packets from PPS during the handover process. The SMM at the client end
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can filter out duplicated packets based on progress information, such as frame
sequence number in multimedia streaming. The connection to PPS can be safely torn
down after the connection to NPS had been successfully established. This attribute is
particularly useful for streaming services, within which seamless migration is a
primary concern.

4.4.1 Performance Analysis
The seamless migration achievable by UDP-based services is at a cost of
duplicated streams from both PPS and NPS to CN. According to Figure 4.9, we have
the signal timing chart as shown in Figure 4.10. Essential time intervals are listed
below:


t PPS-CN : The link delay from PPS to CN or from CN to PPS.



t NPS-CN : The link delay from NPS to CN.



t PPS : The processing time at PPS for information extraction.



t NPS : The processing time at NPS for process creation and information copy.



t CN : The processing time at CN for the buffering of packet from NPS.



tPPS-NPS : The transfer time for information regarding the service in progress
from PPS to NPS.
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CN: Client Node
PPS: Previous Proximity Server
REQ_SM: Request for Service Migration
REQ_PCM: Request for Process/Connection Migration
SM_ACK: Acknowledge for Service Migration
PCM_ACK: Acknowledge for Service Migration
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Figure 4.10 Typical timing of service migration for UDP-based services.

As indicated in Figure 3.10, there is a period of time, t SM_UDP , within which there
are duplicated packets streams from both PPS and NPS.
t SM_UDP = t CN + t PPS-CN + t PPS-CN

(4.5)

The term t CN is to count for the buffering time required at CN for multimedia
streaming applications. During the migration process, CN keeps receiving packets
from PPS. Upon the reception of SM_ACK from NPS, CN should report to NPS the
sequence number of the last packet from PPS in its buffer. With this information, NPS
can then feed CN’s buffer with adequate sequence of packets and play them back in
correct timing.
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4.5 Summary
The development of a new service framework was motivated by the observation
that service migration might bring about considerable QoS improvement in certain
applications, such as content distribution systems.
Detailed explanations on the system architecture, functionalities of individual
modules, and the designs of service migration module are given in this chapter. The
feasibility of the proposed schemes will be verified through the implantation of
functional prototyping systems in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5 Simulation and Implementation

The popularization of portable devices and the prevalence of wireless networks
had dramatically changed the usage pattern of the global network. Wireless networks
had enabled users to get ride of the tangling of wired cables. Driven by the increasing
demand on keeping connected at anywhere and at any time, mobility support for
wireless networks has become an inevitable trend, especially for the rise of the
concepts of ubiquitous networking and pervasive networking.
Efficient schemes for handover and service delivery are essential to the
realization of the above vision [1]. For the QoS (Quality of Service) provisioning in
mobile wireless networks, we will examine the possibilities of improved handover
schemes and the feasibility of a novel service paradigm featuring service migration.

5.1 Simulations on Anycast-supported Fast Handover Mobile IPv6 (AFMIPv6)
The feasibility and efficiency of the proposed AFMIPv6 was investigated by
performing a series of simulations. In addition to the scheme – Anycast-supported
Fast Handover Mobile IPv6 (AFMIPv6), MIPv6 [3] and FMIPv6 [4] were also
included in our study for comparison. The simulations were carried out using
Network Simulator version 2 (ns-2) [55] together with MobiWan [57], which is an
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extension module implementing MIPv6. The MobiWan module was tailored to
support required functionalities for FMIPv6 and AFMIPv6 in the simulations.
The network topology in Figure 1.1 was used for the simulations. The radio
coverage of previous Access Router (PAR) and new Access Router (NAR) was set to
250m with 100m overlay between them. The mobile node (MN) departed from the
center of the radio coverage of PAR and moved toward the center of the radio
coverage of NAR at a speed of 20 m/s. There was a handover during the course of
movement. Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic in User Datagram Protocol (UDP) was
addressed to MN from corresponding node (CN). The packet reception time in the
MN was noted to evaluate the handover performance of different schemes. Essential
parameter setting is listed below [46]-[48]:


Wireless MAC: 802.11b



Bandwidth of wired network: 100M bps



Router Advertisement interval: 50 ~ 100 ms



NAR DAD time: 1 s



Layer 2 handover latency: 100 ms



Link delay between routers: 10 ms

Handover latency was the primary concern. Figure 5.1 – 5.3 show the
transmission disruption for different handover schemes under the same scenario.
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Figure 5.1 gives the packet reception time for MIPv6. Steady traffic flows were
observed before 17.5 sec and after 18.5 sec of the simulation time. Between them, a
prominent service disruption was noted. As a matter of fact, it is the period for MN to
perform Layer-2 and Layer-3 handovers. Due to the lack of a built-in buffering
mechanism, MIPv6 lost 40 packets (No. 351 to No. 390) during the handover. Packet
loss will cause serious impact to the service quality. The FMIPv6 solves this problem
by buffering packets to PAR and then tunneling them to NAR. Figure 5.2 shows the
performance improvement achieved by FMIPv6. The packet loss problem is
effectively avoided. Notably, a higher reception rate occurs during 13.7 sec to 13.8 sec.
It is a result of the tunneling and forwarding of packets buffered in PAR. Although
FMIPv6 had offered an effective solution to the packet loss problem, the problem of
lengthy transmission disruption remains. With FMIPv6, packets are buffered in PAR
and then forwarded to NAR. These packets cannot be delivered to MN until Duplicate
Address Detection (DAD) is actually done. The AFMIPv6 deals with this problem by
incorporating the technique of anycasting. With our approach, switching to anycast
addressing during handover enables MN to continue its reception of incoming packets
before its NCoA is actually validated. Consequently, the time-consuming DAD
operation is effectively masked and the transmission disruption is substantially
reduced, as Figure 5.3 shows. Due to the Layer-2 handover, there is still a short period
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of service disruption of 100ms, which is an inevitable consequence of single radio
interface.
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Figure 5.1 Packet arrival time for MIPv6.
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Figure 5.2 Packet arrival time for FMIPv6.
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Figure 5.3 Packet arrival time for AFMIPv6.

Packet loss is another important metric for handover performance. In the
simulation, 40 packets (No. 351 to No. 390) in MIPv6 were lost, and no packets in
FMIPv6 and AFMIPv6 were lost. Since there is no buffering mechanism in the
specification of MIPv6, there exists considerable packet loss. Of course, the actual
number of lost packets should depend on the handover latency and the pattern of
packet arrival. On the other hand, FMIPv6 and AFMIPv6 do not suffer from the same
problem for their built-in buffering and forwarding mechanisms.
In the final experiment, we will examine the potential problem on out-of-order
packets. As discussed in previous section, with the help of the proposed buffer control
scheme, there will be no out-of-order packet in AFMIPv6. On the other hand, FMIPv6
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can suffer from this potential problem. Equation (3.10) had shown us the range of
Unstable Period, within which there is risk for out-of-order packets. The actual
number of out-of-order packets will depend on the sending rate of CN and the traffic
on the PAR. Figure 5.4 reports the number of out-of-order packets in FMIPv6 for
different packet interval. It is clear that the situation is worse for higher sending rate.
It is because that, for the same UPFMIPv6 , higher sending rate will lead to more packets
buffered at PAR. When these packets are forwarded to NAR, they will be mixed with
those packets from CN and result in out-of-order packets.
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Figure 5.4 Number of out-of-packets versus packet interval time.

5.2 Simulations on Multicast-supported Fast Handover Mobile IPv6 (MFMIPv6)
A series of experiments was made to verify the feasibility and efficiency of the
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proposed Multicast-supported Fast Handover Mobile IPv6 (MFMIPv6). FMIPv6 [4]
was used again in our experiments for comparative study. The simulations were
conducted using Network Simulator version 2 (ns-2) [55] together with MobiWan
[57], which is an extension module supporting MIPv6. Some modifications were
made to MobiWan to support FMIPv6 and our scheme.

CN
HA
100M, 50ms
100M, 50ms

100M, 10ms
Router 2
100M, 10ms
AR 1

Internet
Router 1
100M, 10ms
Router 3

100M, 10ms100M, 10ms
AR 3
AR 2

100M, 10ms
AR 4

MN

Figure 5.5 Topology for simulations.

Figure 5.5 gives the network topology used in our simulations. The MN starts
moving toward AR 3 at the 15th second of the simulation time with a speed of 10
meters per second. Essential parameter setting is listed bellows [50]-[52]:


Wireless MAC: 802.11b
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AR radio coverage: 100 m (in radius)



Router Advertisement interval: 30 ~ 70 ms



Overlapping between AR2 and AR3: 50 m



Traffic type: CBR over UDP



Packet rate: 200 bytes for every 0.05 s



NAR DAD time: 1 s



Layer 2 handover latency: 100 ms



Link delay between routers: 10 ms

Handover latency is our primary concern. Figure 5.6 reports the packet arrival
time for different handover schemes under the same scenario.
MFMIPv6 possesses remarkable performance superiority over FMIPv6. With
FMIPv6, packets were buffered at PAR and then forwarded to NAR. These packets
can not be delivered to MN until DAD is actually done. On the other hand, with our
approach, switching to multicast addressing during handover effectively hides the
latency cause by the DAD operation. There is still a short period of service disruption,
which is an inevitable consequence of single radio interface.
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Figure 5.6 Packet arrival time.

We can observe the performance difference from another perspective. Figure 5.7
presents the end-to-end delay for both approaches. Although with the help of
buffering and tunneling, there will be no packet loss for both schemes. However,
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packets may arrive at the MN in a wrong timing. For certain applications, such as
real-time streaming, packets arrive later than certain time limit are considered to be
ineffective. Figure 5.7 reveals that the proposed approach has much smaller
end-to-end delay in comparison to the standard FMIPv6.
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Figure 5.7 Packet end-to-end delay.
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We also examine the impact on handover efficiency for different DAD latency
and link delays, as reported in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. For FMIPv6, the service
disruption period grows up linearly with the increasing in DAD latency. There is
similar effect for the change in link delay, since the operation of FMIPv6 relies
heavily on message exchange and packet forwarding. The service disruption period
for our scheme remains constant at a relatively low level. It is because of that there is
no need for buffering and forwarding in our scheme, and the DAD time was covered
up by multicasting.
We then investigate the potential problem on out-of-order packet. The
experiment result is given in Figure 5.10. For FMIPv6, right after the registration, MN
might receive packets from both PAR and CN in an unpredictable order. This will
result in the out-of-order problem. This problem will get severe as the packet interval
getting smaller or the link delay getting longer. With our approach, packets was
distributed to AR 2 and AR 3 by Router 1, which is on the cross point of the multicast
tree. The out-of-order problem can then be effectively suppressed.
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Figure 5.10 Experiment result for out-of-order packets.

5.3 Design Options for Service Migration
In the implementation of the proposed framework for service migration,
functionalities of the three main functional modules will be partitioned and assigned
to either the client end or server end according to their functional needs. In
considering the ease of implementation, ease of deployment, and the acceptance of
general users, a thin-client, thick-server architecture is preferred. In the best case,
there will be no modification to the client end.
As explained in Sub-section 4.2.4, packets from NPS will be interpreter by the
client as illegal ones, since the new IP address – port number pair is not recorded in its
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protocol stack. Address and port translation similar to NAT must be made to packets
from NPS to facilitate the migration. There are two possible design options for this
task. One is a plug-in module between the physical layer and the TCP/IP stack at the
client end. The other is to conduct the IP address/port number translation at the server
end. The latter approach demands additional support from the Internet service
provider of the server. For security reasons, egress routers of a particular network
domain are generally configured to filter out packets having source IP address not
within its domain. For regular operation of the Internet, packets of this kind are
generally masqueraded packets from malicious nodes with potential security threads.
For the purpose of service migration, the egress routers must be informed for the
legitimacy of translated packets from NPS.
For our ultimate goal – service migration, there exist several possibility in the
implementation of the proposed framework. We roughly classify them into two
classes: application layer implementation and protocol layer implementation. Both
approaches have their own merits and limitations, as we shall see shortly.

5.3.1 Application Layer Implementation
Previous discussions are given from the viewpoints of operating systems and
TCP/IP stack. If we temporarily retreat from these involved technical details and look
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back to our original appeal – service migration, it is possible to achieve the desired
goal by pure application layer approaches. Although less technically impressive, an
application layer approach can in general offer feasible and handy solutions to our
problems without any modification to the operating system and the TCP/IP stack.
For the purpose of service migration, leaving the TCP/IP stack intact, disconnect
the old connection to the old server and then establish a new connection to the new
server is straightforward solution for application layer approach. Of course, both the
client and the server application programs should be recoded to support the resuming
of a migrated service. With the teardown-and-reconnect approach, a migrating service
will experience a prominent service discontinuation during the migration. A radical
solution to this problem is to allow for the coexistence of dual connections, one to the
old server and one to the new server. The old connection will be maintained as the
service migration commenced, and will be closed only when the new connection
reach its steady state. For such an overlaid-connection approach, a client should be
designed to handle the possible duplication of incoming data.

5.3.2 Protocol Layer Implementation
Although solutions at application layer are possible, they demand case by case
recoding of existing application programs. The transparency to application programs
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is an irreplaceable virtue of protocol layer approach. With a new protocol stack
supporting service migration, an existing application can work as usual, except that
better QoS will be perceived with the unperceivable help from the underlying stack.
In considering the ease of implementation and the acceptance of general users, a
plug-in module between the physical layer and the TCP/IP stack could be a promising
direction. TCP/IP stack are generally bundled with the operating systems, an entire
reengineering might not be possible in all cases. An optional plug-in module will be
an appealing approach in these cases, especially for the client end.
A closer inspection into the service migration scheme discussed in Section 4.2, we
can see that the client is only responsible for the mapping between the old source IP
address-Port number pair and the new one. This can be easily done by a plug-in
module resides between the physical layer and the TCP/IP stack. A packet capturing
library, WinpkFilter [58], is under investigation as an implementation basis for the
plug-in module approach. This library is capable of the capturing of packets passing
through it and the deciphering of the payload of captured packets. This means that, in
addition to the required address/port mapping task, more elaborated manipulation on
the packets is possible, such as the collection of traffic data.

5.3.3 Collection of QoS Parameters
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The delay and bandwidth of the connection to the new server is essential for the
Migration Decision Module (MDM) in its decision-making. However, these QoS
indicators are not immediately available to the MDM. The MDM is in general
required to send out some probing packets and make its estimation based on the
replies. The round-trip-time of packets might have significant variations from packets
to packets. A recency-weighted average scheme with adequate observation interval is
necessary to smooth out the variations. The estimation of available bandwidth is an
even more challenging issue. A straightforward approach is to send out some probing
packets and infer the available bandwidth based on measured performance metrics,
such as one-way delay and dispersion time of probing packets [59]-[60]. In the so
called Packet Gap Model (PGM), packet-pair is injected back-to-back into network to
probed network. The inter-arrival time of the packet-pair depends on the capacity of
the bottleneck link, and therefore can be used to infer the available bandwidth. In the
other model, named Packet Rate Model (PRM), probing flows with increasing rate are
injected into the network and their one-way delays are observed. A significant
increase in one-way delay is an indication that the system have approached the margin
of available bandwidth.
The built-in congestion control mechanism and the complex interactions with
other connections overlapped on its path make the estimation of available bandwidth a
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difficult task. More probing packets are required in order to achieve a reliable
estimation. However, more probing packets also means more overheads. A delicate
balance between precise estimation and incurred overheads will be a challenge for
researchers.
Given the availability of QoS data, there are still more management issues
involved in the migration decision-making. It can be expected that, in the evaluation
of the weighted network distance, it is extremely difficult to have a universal
weighting formula applicable to all circumstance. The experience gained from the
study on patrol nodes in content distribution systems and the dispatching units in
distributed systems are supposed to provide valuable insights to the implementation of
the MDM in our framework. It is preferred to allow users to decide some of these
weighting coefficients according to their needs, and the servers can dynamically fine
tune the others based on their system status.

5.4 Implementation of Lighted-weighted Service Migration for TCP-based Services
To verify the feasibility of the proposed framework for TCP-based services, we
had implemented a prototyping system based on the following configurations and
toolkits [61]:
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Server end: CentOS 4.5 (Linux Kernel 2.6.11) [62], TCP Connection Passing v11
[63], and gcc 3.4.6



Client end: Microsoft Windows XP2, WinpkFilter v3.0 [58] and Microsoft Visual
BASIC 6.0

Development by Werner Almesberger, TCP Connection Passing (TCPCP) v11 is
a kernel patch designed for load-balancing and failover applications. Equipped with
dedicated APIs, TCPCP is capable of passing an ongoing TCP connection from one
Linux host to another. Essential information regarding an ongoing TCP connect,
called Internal Connection Information, can be retrieved from an old host and then
copy to a newly created socket on a new host.

For service migration, in our

implementation, the status of an in progress service, such as file descriptor and pointer
was also passed to the new server, so that the service can be continued from the
suspended point after migration. WinpkFilter v3.0 is a toolkit by NT Kernel
Resources. After installation, it resides between the application-layer and the TCP/IP
stack. APIs in its run-time library can be used to intercept, modify, filter, or generate
raw packets passing through it. To let the service migration process be transparent to
the application layer, WinpkFilter was used in our implementation at the client end for
the mapping of IP address - Port number pair, as explained in Section 4.2.
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These toolkits were adopted in the implementation of the light-weight service
migration process, as specified in Figure 4.7. We had obtained optimistic result in that
a file transfer service in progress can be successfully migrated from one server to
another. A snapshot of the prototyping system in action is given in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11 Snapshot of TCP service migration in action.
Migration latency experienced by the client is an essential performance index for
service migration. The migration latency is defined to be the time interval between the
reception of the last packet from old server to the reception of the first packet from the
new server. In the prototyping system, an average migration latency of 300ms had
been observed. This is primary due to the operating system overhead in the retrieval
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/copy of Internal Connection Information and in the creation of new sockets. Further
refinement is possible, such as creating sockets in advance before migration requests
actually arrive. A migration latency of 300ms might not be satisfactory for certain
real-time applications. However, since TCP is in general designed for reliable transfer
of data, service migration for TCP-based applications is still justified in considering
the possible performance improvement. With service migration, the client will
experience smaller network delay as it connects to the new proximity server. As a
result, the individual service connection, as well as the global network environment,
will benefit from the service migration, in terms of improved service quality and
bandwidth utilization.

5.5 Implementation of Seamless Service Migration for UDP-based Services
Multimedia streaming is supposed to be a major application for content
distribution systems. Streaming data is in general transported using UDP. For
UDP-based applications, the migration latency can be completely eliminated. There is
no state information to be maintained in an UDP connection. Each UDP packet is an
independent chunk. For this reason, a client can establish and commence the
connection to the new server before the connection to the old server is torn down. The
concurrent connections to both old and new servers make it possible a seamless
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service migration. Seamless property is a highly desired attribute for real-time
multimedia delivery, which is considered to be a major application for content
distribution systems.
A prototyping system had been implemented for seamless service migration of
UDP-based services, as illustrated in Figure 4.8. Using multimedia streaming services
as example, in the prototyping system, the client of an ongoing video stream can
seamlessly switch its sending source from one server to another. The implementation
is based on the following configurations and toolkits [64]:



Microsoft Windows XP SP2



Borland C++ Builder 6 Fix 4



Winsock API and Indy UDP component [65]



Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [66]

RTP was widely employed in multimedia streaming services. It was used in our
implementation for the encapsulation of video frames. A video clip is identified by a
unique Synchronization Source Identifier (SSRC) in RTP. Each video frame has
associate Sequence Number and Timestamp for synchronization purpose in
transmission and playback.
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Multi-thread technique was incorporated in our implementation for the sack of
execution efficiency. The program architecture for both the client and the server is
given in Figure 5.12. They are designed to implement the functionalities for video
streaming and service migration. As their names imply, the Fetch_Frame_Thread and
Draw_Frame_Thread are responsible for the retrieval and playback of individual
video frame. The RTP_Send_Thread and the RTP_Recv_Thread are in charge of the
encapsulation/sending and receiving/de-capsulation of video frames.

Server Thread

Client Thread
Draw Frame
Thread

RTP Recv
Thread

RTP Send
Thread

Fetch Frame
Thread

Figure 5.12 Program architecture

In the prototyping system, a video streaming service in progress can be
seamlessly migrated from one server to another. A snapshot of the prototyping system
in action is given in Figure 5.13.
The scaling-up of network services and the increasing demand on mobility are
two important trends in the evolution of the global network. To accommodate these
future needs, a brand new service paradigm is required. The service framework
proposed in this article is our attempt in contributing to this issue.
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Figure 5.13 Snapshot of UDP service migration in action.

The preliminary application-layer implementation is encouraging for the concept
of service migration. Seamless service migration can be easily achieved with
concurrent connections to both previous Proximity Server (PPS) and new Proximity
Server (NPS). Such a philosophy can be further extended to a new service paradigm.
We may not just migrate a service from one host to another; rather we can partition
the service to various servers, each of them deliveries different parts of the same
content to the same client.
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5.6 Summary
The effectiveness of the proposed schemes for improved handover and the
feasibility of the proposed scheme for service migration had been empirically verified
in this chapter.
Simulation results reveal that, with either AFMIPv6 or MFMIPv6, the QoS of
mobile networks can be effectively improved in that there will be shorter service
disruption period, less affected packets, and more immunity against the out-of-order
problem.
The functional prototypes of service migration for both TCP-based and
UDP-based services had demonstrated the technical feasibility of the proposed
scheme. An ongoing service can be successfully migrated from a distant server to a
new nearest one. As a result, the MN will receive better QoS. In the mean time, the
global network will also benefit from service migration for improved bandwidth
utilization.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions

This dissertation reports our efforts in contributing to the QoS provisioning in
mobile wireless networks. We approach this goal from two complementary and
mutual supplementary perspectives: one is the improved handover schemes at the
client end for shorter latency and less packet loss; the other is the service migration at
server end for improved QoS and better network utilization.
Aimed at more efficient handover schemes for mobile networking, anycasting /
multicasting were integrated into the proposed scheme to mask the most
time-consuming DAD operation. Service disruption period can be substantially
reduced by switching to anycast addressing / multicast addressing during handover.
The proposed approaches also minimize possible packet loss and resolve the
out-of-order problem.
Performance analysis and simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
approach outperforms MIPv6 and FMIPv6 in many aspects. The proposed scheme is
an important advance in the more general problem of ubiquitous networking.
Large-scale content distribution systems, especially for the delivery of
multimedia data, will be a major application on the Internet. The service framework
proposed in this dissertation represents our attempts and current results in contributing
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to these issues.
Featuring light-weighted service migration, the service framework proposed in
Section 4.2 migrates an ongoing service to its nearest server, in considering server
load, bandwidth, delay, and other essential quality factors. Significant performance
improvement can be expected with the proposed framework. Both the individual
service connection and the global network environment will benefit from the service
migration, in terms of improved service quality and infrastructure utilization. The
success of the prototyping systems is supposed to bring about profound influence both
to the industry and to the academia.
There exist different wireless access technologies, such as IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi),
IEEE 8021.16 (WiMAX), UMTS, 3GPP LTE, and so on. The proposed framework is
independent to the access method at physical layer, and applicable to all of these
access technologies. As a matter of fact, the benefit of service migration will be more
eminent in case of vertical handover involving different access technologies, which
generally accompanied by significant change in network proximity between the client
and servers.
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